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Woman's Club
Wins Honors At
State Meeting

Vol. LXXXIX No. 100

Low Insurance
Rates Hoped
For By City

Reuben E. Rowland who
—TFree
five miles northeast of Murray has some chickens that lay
Easter eggs. Eggs come in blue,
green and pink and are !eyed
by chickens which are native
The Murray Woman's Club, the club with a membership of
to South America, the Arta
second largest club in the Ken- over 250 by the Kentucky
cans.
tucky Federation of Women's Chapter of the Arthritis FoundThe Murray City Councu met' Ole past quarter amounted to
Mr. Rowland says he got a sott- Clubs, won several honors at ation for participation in the
yesterday afternoon in an hour $7,505.25, costs $1,147.50, meter
the
73rd
annual meeting of the arthritis fund drive. This was
o
ing of eggs in Florida, brought
long meeting. This was the re- violation fines $1,124.25.
them home and three pullets KFWC held at the Phoenix Ho- for $100.
gular meeting for Thursday.
The council approved a mottel
in
Lexington April 22-24.
hatched The eggs he has are
The Murray club's press
Mayor Holmes Ellis announc- ion to give the Mayor, SanitaMrs. C. C. Lowry of Murray, (Continued on Back Passel
green and blue but he says the
ed that efforts are continuing tion Committee and Finance
larger the flock, the more col- state president, presided at the
to reduce the fire insurance Committee, with the City Atmeeting. She has served as
ors you get
classification for business hous- rco-ney, the authority to accept
head of the state group for two
es in Murray. John Sayre of the lone bid of the Johnson
Why this happens nobody years and was succeeded by
the Kentucky Inspection Bu- Machinery Company for a new
seems to know, but they de- Mrs. Oscar C Sowards of Pikereau, the state agency which compactor type garbage truck.
ville
as the new state president.
finitely are colored eggs.
determines fire insurance natal, The bid amounted to about
The Murray Club won first
will be in Murray on Tuesday, $6300 and will be purchased on
The Arsecarsa is about the dui, place of $100 for the safety
April 30 to evaluate the fire a lease-purchase arrangement
award presented by the Ashof a leghorn chicken
fighting capabilities of the city. If the lease-purchase agreement
!land Oil Company of Kentucky.
A four car collision occurred
The city has taken great mea- drawn by the company is astir
OHIO RIVER VALLEY TWISTERS KILL 13 Twelve
Waylon Rayburn will head the[Mrs. Don Keller, safety chair- this morning about eight o'sures in recent months to im- factory, the vehicle will be purpersona were kilted instantly. at least
injured and hundreds were left homeless
-20o
and president-elect of the clock on the College Farm
delegation of attorneys from 'man,
!
its tornadoes swirling
prove its ability to fight fires chased.
out of the Southwest ripped
a 125-rune-long path of death and
the Forty-Second Judicial Dis- Murray Club, has labored hard Road in front of Calloway
and it is hoped that this will
destruction through the Ohio River Valley
Ninth Street, between Main
About onetrict (this is it right here folks) on this project in presenting County High School and the
third of Falmouth. Ky 'above, was
bring about a lower rating for and Olive may be made one
flattened
at its annual convention on before the public and state leg- Carman Livestock pavilion on ,,,.
the business area.
way going north. The street is
May 8, 9, 10 in Louisville Way. islators the need for the driver , the Murray State University roster
Large water lines have been already one way between Main
Ion is a member of the House education act.
farm. pi° one was reported inlaid, a new fire truck purchas- south to Poplar.
First place was also won by jured.
of Delegates of the Kentucky
ed and a new fire sub-station
State Bar Association.
Deputy Sheriff Hardy Kelso
constructed.
said Michael R. Bruster of Mt.
Tryouts for the Murray Pony No lower classification is anFellow said anyone who claims
Carmel, Ill, student at Murray
Winners of the National LiBaseball Leagnig will be held ticipated for residences.
he can do at 30 what he did
state, driving a 1962 Ford, was briiry
Week poster contest
gaturilaT.aipriM7. at one p.m. The , council adopted a resoat 25 probably didn't do much
going west on the College were chosen
lution on Marshall Gilliam and
at the Murray City Park.
Tuesday
at 25
Farm Road, making a left turn
First place winner from the,
The Mary League is for all lauded the contribution which
top four grades is Perry Ad
The Murray State University into the Livestock pavilion.
boys born between August 1, he made to the Murray Natur-There is a distinction between
David C. Hendricks, driving ams son of Mr j
Association for Childhood Edu1953 and July 31, 1955. All al Gas System Mr. Gilliam
ind Mrs Ituebi
thinking and knowing. The forSix state troopers have been boys
cation will be conducting tts • 1968 GTO Pontiac, was going Adams ‘,,f New Concord, who is
should register on the Passed away recently. He joinmer, when properly applied,
assigned to boat patrol duty in form
east and collided with the a 7th grader
annual Tag Day on April 30.
printed on the sports ed the system when it was first
Second place wisleads to the latter — but can
this area by. Mayfield stater
Tag Day is conducted each Bruster car in the right back ner
Edwin Garrett. son of
Page of the Ledger & Times organized.
lead to confusion if not proTotal fines and costs for the
year in order to raise money aide, according to Kelso.
Rev. and Mrs. Coy Garrett of lice post commander Sgt
on Wednesday and bring it
The six Calloway County
perly controlled and directed.
McCarty.
The Hendricks' car then Hazel. Edwin
for scholarships to be given to
with them to the ball park at:last quarter from the City Po- Grade Schools will participate
.1 There"—Is no
is in the 5th
substitute fee students
troopers
Kff
the
of
glanced
are
vetand
off
hit
lice
the
Court
amounted
to
$9.777.the time of the tryouts.
grade.
preparing to tome
in an All-County Band Festival
‘‘ontinued on haze Page)
Mercury of Eugene Chaney and
children.
Ronald Crouch is president 25 according to a report sub- on Saturday, April 27. This is
First-place winner in the tee- erans of service whose terms
average
least
1962
years.
the
at
ten
.
Mercury
of
John
mated
by
City
Judge
W.
H.
This drive has been appror
of the Pony League.
er four grades is Jody Williams,
the climax of a very successful
They are Guy Turner of
Dunn. Miscellaneous fines for
ed by the Murray Chamber of Hopkins of Almo heaclon,
deughter of Mr and Mrs. Roger
Year for music students at the
Crawford
Murray,
Iris
Palof
Commerce. Representatives of 8°
Williams of Hazel She is in
six county grade schools.
Church
tstine
road
All
Kennear
four
cars
had
to
be
towthe A. C. E. will toilette busthe 4th grade. Treasa Garland,
Participating in the festival
inessmen and their employees ! ed in, but no one was injured daughter of Mr. and Mrs Fre( tucky Lake, James Barnett of
will be beginning and advancMorr.s
Calloway
in
Road
in
Counthe
four
car
smash
up,
se
with the permission of the ownGarland of Kirksey won second
ed music students from Almo,
er. Small or large donations cording to the deputy sheriff. place. Treasa is in the 3rd ty, Bobby Stations of Calvert
Concord, Faxon, Hazel, Kirk.
Glenn
City,
Graves
Simpson
of
are valuable in building the
grade
ser. and Lynn Grove_ After a
County,
and
Walter
of
Ada*
scholarship find.
Honorable mention for their Paducah.
day oi_maisearsing, the highr
posters are: Vickie Wyatt, 7th
light at the activities will be
McCarty said he selected the
grade at Alzno; Phyllis Beach,
-` air liveable concert featuring
men because of their excellence
ath grade at Mint, Bonny Armboth the beginning and adDon Ling. a member of the
officers
knowcoupled
with
as
Wilburn H Johnson, father str..rig. 2nd grade at Lynn
vanced bands and a combined
Alpha-Omega PlaPers of North
transfers
boats.
of
ledge
The
of Mrs. Lewis B. Warner of Grove, and Donna Penny,
band made up of all the band
3rd haven't cramped the Kentucky
Hollywood, will appear in
the Holiday Restaurant. Aurora, grade at Almo
students in Calloway County
George Bernard Shaw's play,
State Police even though no
passed away on April 19 at the
The
grade schools.
response was SJ c•vezit new troopers were assigned to
"Saint Joan." next Tuesday
Cub Pack 37 met Tuesday Charleston Hospital, Charleston,
the
judges had diffit ally in the area when the state boatThe concert will be at 7:30
evening in the sanctuary of evening at Robertson with Cub
choosing the winners, said the ing division was abolished and
p.m. at Jeffrey Gymnasium at
First Methodist Church at 730. Master L. D. Cathey in charge.
The deceased was 65 years of judges for the ccntes,
Calloway County High School.
Mrs Em
Ling will be one of a cast Steve Kemp, den chief for Den age
Two Murray citizens were I
and was a resident of Ar- illy Wolfson, Mrs. Jean Geurin, the enforcement turned over to
of four who will present an 3, led the boys in a Grand
Robert Perry, outlined the Admission is free, and everythe state police department, ac- honored by the
cola, Ill., where funeral and and Mitchell Bryant. All
Murray Cham- work of the Chamber
are cording to Commander McCaradapted version of this mov- Howl. Den 2 led the group in
in 1987 one is invited to attend. The
ber of Commerce at the 41st
burial sen ices were held.
professionals in the field of
, and challenged the incoming bands are under the direction
lag drama of faith, in the
the Pledge of Allegiance for
ty.
Annual Banquet last night. BeSurvivors are his wife, Mrs. art.
! officers to do better in 1968. of Mrs. Carolyn Pigg.
a church, without gaudy
setaf
The commander at the Viola
the opening ceremony.
Nelle Johnson, one son, and
Students participating in the
The posters will be on dis- post near Mayfield said the fore a crowd of 200 members The 1968 President, Robert
costume and without scenery
The theme for the month, three daughters including Mrs.
play in the library and other state police has not been given and guests, Dr Ralph Woods Moyer accepted the challenge All County Band Festival are
The Alpha-.Omega Players will • -Keep America Beautiful", was
Warner of Aurora.
vantage points in the city.
help each one to experience a carried out in crafts displayed
ore men, but that a recruit- was named the Man of the on behalf of the officers and as follows:
Mr. and Mrs Johnson had
Almo — Alan Haley, Terry
The Murray Optimist Club ing problem is the reason. Men Half-Century, and Robert Moy- staff' He in turn, asked for
unique evening ei worship, as. by each den. While Den 1 sang
Mr. and Mrs Johnson had on- furnished money for the
Letterman,
one sees the faith of a young, "No Litterbugs For Us", Dens
prizes Interested in joining the force er was named Man of the 100'; cooperation of the mem- Barnett. Timmy
bership in attaining the goals David Thorne, Randy Jackson,
woman change the history of 3 and 4 paraded around the ly been here the weekend fol- of books. Don Henry is presi may obtain information at a
Joe Bradley, Leah Vance, KaThe award to Dr Woods took set out for the community.
France Saint Joan combines . room as each boy ilisplayed a lowing the tornado when the dent of this organization.
post station.
the form of a testimonial dinThe Man of the Year Award ren Haley, Barry Darnall, Becits wisdom as a play of hum-- sign bearing a slogan in keep- home of Mr. and Mrs Warner
ner, and tribute by Max B. was presented by H. Glen Do- ky Holt, Robert Rowland, Glen
a ans, and a stimng challenge ing with the theme. A short and their children, Lynn and
ONE CITED
BAND ARMS
Hopkins,
"to each God-guided individual Mtn titled "Explore Kentucky" Joyce, in the Unity Church comOne person was cited for im- Hurt, President Elect of the ran, the winner of the 1966 a- Mathis, and Warren
munity just off Highway 80, was
New Concord — LaDonna
Murray State Alumni Associa- ward James L. Johnson was
in today's troubled world.
Thursregistration
on
proper
showed many beautiful places
Richard Farrell and Paul
demolished The Johnsons were
Maupin, Marsha Ernestberger,
Toastmaster for the dinner.
Mr Ling, whose professional in the state.
day by the Murray Police De- tion.
helping the Warners in the Shahan of Murray State UniWayne Maupin, Robert BreisThe Man of the Year honors
acting career has spanned recollisions
traffic
partment.
No
Dr. James Hart was in
versity Fine Arts Department
ford, Tommy Nance, Kent
went to Robert Moyer, Man- m
pertory. summer stock, the leg- charge of the sward ceremony, cleaning up process Both Mrs. were
judges for the band con- were reported in the city on ager of the Tappan Company,
Warner and her daughter.
Bucy. Danny Outland, Mike
itimate stage, radio and televis- with the following boys being ,
Thursday,
acand
Wednesday
oye, received cuts and bruises test at the Fish Fry celebration cording to Charlie Man, radio upon completion of balloting
Cunningham, Jetties McCuiston,
ion, has toured in thirty-two of honored:
at Paris, Tenn • this morning.
in the storm.
and Steve McCuiston.
by the memberillip of the
forty-eight
continental
the
operator at the City Hall.
Den 1: Barry Wells, Wolf
Faxon — Anita Duncan, EdChamber.
states The varying occupations badge and denner stripe; Greg
In presenting the award to
die Roberts, Regina Lovett,
of news reporter, commercial Vaughn, gold arrow and auksDennis Crawford. Alice CrawDr Wouds,'Mr. Hurt presented,
• writer, magazine editor a n d tent denner stripe Den 2: Micford, Michael Connor, Debbie
a vivid picture of outstanding'
teacher have given Don a rich key McCuiston, silver arrow;
growth for Murray State and
Russell, Janie Duncan, Bobby
foundation upon which to build Danny Adams, gold and silver
Mm Cecil (Dorothy Hines) Ross, Anita Chaney, Ann Car
the community that could be
his theatrical career
arrows. Den 3: Jimmy Pinkston,
attributed to the foresight and Orten of 1000 PaY/Ire Street, ter, Betty Chaney, Norita Car
The performance next Tues- denner stripe; Larry Stiller, aseffort of Dr. Woods. He also died suddenly ThIrsday morn- sidy, Amy Lovett, Julie Say.
day evening at 7:30 in First Me- sistant denner; Nick Johnson,
said that .41 buildings have ing about 9 30 at a Memphis bra. Karen Saylors, and Diane
thodist Church will be open to Wolf badge.
By Mrs. J. IL Durkee"
hospital. She was 44 years of Holland.
the public. and there is no
ventiop, Mrs. Sanders said been added to the campus unDen 4: Bruce Marvin, Wolf
Mrs. Martha Dell Sanders
age.
Hazel — Gregg Rhodes
charge. It is being sponsored badge;
Winchester, who can be counted as a na"many outside agencies are be- der the direction of the retirDonnie
Kirksey — Lisa Perrin, Sabby First Methodist Church, Wolf, gold arrow and denner; tive of Calloway County was
ing much more imaginative ing president.
The Murray woman. licensed rina Tucker, Sandra Hargrove.
Dr. Harry Sparks, the new
First Christian Church. and the Ken Haggard, silver arrow; installed as the president
than the educators are Yet our
of
practical nurse at the Murray- Stacy Adams, Gale Broach, Darpresident
of
Murray
was
State
United Campus Ministry.
assistant
opportunity
the
cleanSullivan,
Gary
Kentucky Education Associs finally here in
Calloway County Hospital. was lene Oliver, Paul Jones, Janet
the form of increased revenues the featured speakrr and spoke twaokrekn
er; David Cathey, silver arrow. iation at the session held on
swuadsdernul
while
•ou
positive
the
negative
and
atCollins, Paul Townsend, Barry
both
from
the federal and
Den 5: Kevin Ray, silver ar- Friday night in the Convention
work and
syhed
titudes
that
the Rose, Renee Sledd, Penny Higcornup
make
a
state
governments".
row; and John Hart, silver ar- Center Main Auditorium, LouMemphis
hospital
where she gins, Margaret Emerson, Sue
munity. He praised the
isville.
row.
•
succumbed.
Ann Adams, Rita Hargrove, and
The Murray State graduate tive attitudes displayed by MurThe new president is t he
Webelos Den 1: Phil Miller,
further said "this should help ray,and predicted great pro- The Orten family had been Fred Higgins.
citizenship. 1 year service; Ho- daughter of Mr and Mrs_ Fred
Michael
ett.t1 Pr••• I st•••st
—
Grove
Lynn
us do something about chang- gem, if the attitudes are con- residing
ward Giles, citizenship, 2 year Brown who reside on Mayfield
in Murray for the past Nance. Sara Calhoun. Jim Doding inadequate traditional pro. tinued.
service and naturalist; Tim Road, Paducah Her father is
years.
five
Orten
Mrs
orwas
The 1967 Chamber President,
son, Mack Hams, Don Nance,
grams It seems to me that we
West Kentucky — Partly Wallin. 3 year service, geolog- from Calloway County and is
Hopkinsville Vicky Butterworth. and Susan
iginally
from
must quit talking about change
cloudy and mild through Satur- tat, and citizenship,. Jeff Wet- the brother of Mrs. Reba Milmember
where
was
of
she
a
Oliver.
and start changtrig. We have Rites
day with chance of showers or ers, citizenship, 2 year service, ler of Murray, 011ie Brown of
the Cumberland Presbyterian
the opportunity."
IF thundershowers Saturday Highs outdoorsman; Terry Turner, Almo Route One, and Rex
Church. Mr. and Mrs. Orten
oigIk
errs. address ow
nt. hm
quot
day
nasFh
.
were married October 22. 1944
this afternoon upihr 70s andi citizenship, forester, and 1 year Brown of Lynn Grove. Another
Funeral services for Charlie
Survivors are her husband,
low flOs with southwesterly service; Scott Marvin, Citizen- sister is Mrs.. Lola Moore of
ed in the Paducah Sun-Demo- Marshall Sheppard. 57 1Paducab
winds 10 to 20 miles per hour ship, 3 year service; Greg Gra Paducah.
Cecil - Orten, one daughter, Sanreport
crat as citing a
Mrs Sanders is the wife of
statinittlit. 4 were held Th•
dra Jean Orten, age 13, two
Loss tonight mostly in the 50s gan, Sportsman, 3 year service;
that 15,000 children in Ken- two p m at Unity
i'reSoyte.....
.•t sons, Ronald Earl Orten, age
Highs Saturday mostly in mid Jimmy Cain, 2 year service; Mel Sanders, superintendent of
tucky
are emotionally disturb- Church in Marshall
Unity School District 37 In
MARTHA DELL SANDERS
CoUnty with 10, ,all of Murray. and James
and upper 70s Probability of Greg Johnston, citizenship.
The Cain & Tress Motor
ed. She asked the question, Rev. Joe
New KEA President
Webelos Den 2 David Frank, Southern Illinois, and she is
Gardner. Rev. Billy Edward Orten of New Albany, Sales, located at Five Points
showers Saturday 20 per cent
"Do
our schools cause some of Allcs,k and
an
English
teacher
Bobby
sportsman;
athletes
at
and
Paducah
Consid.
BO
pa,
University of Connecticut.
E Moore Ind., one sister, Mrs. Britt Ho- nere in Murray, is now the auOutlook for Sunday —
those disturbances' If so, do officiating.
y Haim- Tilghman High School.
and Murray State_
Burial was in the well of Allen Park, Mich.; one thorized dealer for the Amerierable cloudiness and mild with Knight. seholar, Sta
we as teachers perpetuate some church
The Sanders couple has two
assistant
d
worth.
er,
MarThe
new KEA ,president was
grandchild.
cenietery.
scattered showers or thunder
can Motors here in Murray and
vin Buckingham. De ner stripe, boys. M L. Sanders M. known named Kentucky Teacher of Of these emotional problems
Mr. Sheppard, a retired
Ftioeral services will be held Calloway County
r,
• showers
and David Carman, citizenship. as Chip. age 13, and Freddie, the Year in 1966. She has serv- through verbal and non-verbal warker. was 'allied in
tw.:,tTr Sunda! at 130 pm. at the BlaAnnouncement of the new
rejections"
A drawing was held to award age 12.
ed as a member of a National
accident .it 1.1:20 p: in.
Kentucky Lake 7 a m 358.4,
lock-Coleman Funeral Home dealership was made in the
Mrs. Sanders further said
Sanders
Mrs
received
Theater,
her
Capri
passes
to
the
Education
ab ,ut eizlit miles e..st of Pad,i with Rev W. Ed Glover of- two color advertisement in the
task
up 01. below dam 3023. down
Association
pke twhien ke
eduslciaftfiowniat
donated by Tommy Brown. The Bachelor of Science degree force on human rights who Ira thatre
cah.
0.1
ficiating.
Ledger at Times on Thursday
lh
sa•Irntn".barfrom
Murray
State
University
4,
and
1,
were
Webdens
lucky
veled in the United States shi
Barkley Lake 7 a m 358,4,
Burial will be in the Leban- They are dealers for Ambassa
rers are
rassment- If we continue to be
has
and
done
graduate
work
dying
ny,
'the school methods for highly
up 0 1. below dam 3074. down elos Den 1.
non Cemetery in Caldwell dor, Rebel. Javelin. AMX, and
Harold. Jeri‘
unohservant of many of Ha yes shepiwit
:
(1
The meeting ended with the at Southern Minot,' University, under Onvileged whites, Ind1.4.
County with the arrangements Rambler American. according
our Washington
Western
University
"
dell
"
;
1"1.414
'
ians. aml Negroes.
entire group joining in the
II"
Sundae 3 09. sunset 8:41
The Linn
'vs at by the Blalock-Colema'n Funer- I to the ad
world of orikahired educational
singing of "God Bless Amer- at Bellingham. Wash. UniverIn her acceptance speechoni
Moon rises 4 33 a.m.
Benton was in Charge
t
of the - al llome where friends may
Owners of the Motor Sales
sity.
of
Florida
South
at
Tamica."
Friday nicht at the KEA con. (C•ritInued on Page
rangements.
call after six p.m. today (Fri- are H E (Jackie' Tress and
Three)
• dayt.
(Continued on Back Pagel

Four Cars In
Wreck Today

Contest
Winners Named
For Library Week

Annual Tag Day
To Be Tuesday For
University ACE

Troopers Are
Assigned To
Boat Patrol

Tryouts For Pony
League Saturday

Grade Band
Festival Is
On Saturday

lies

1111.1mas
•

Saint Joan
To Be Given
Next Tuesday

Awards Presented
At Ceremony Held
By Cub Pack 37

•

wo Murrayans
re Honored
amber Meet

Wilburrriliohnson
Death Reported

urray Nurs
Ihes Suddenly

Mrs. Martha Dell Sanders, Native Of
Murray, Installed As President Of KEA

WEATHER REPORT

For Accident
Victim On Thursday

Cain & Treas Opens
American Motors
Agency Here Today
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FRIDAY — APRIL 26, 1968*
MURK %Y, KRIIITVCRY
_
the Murray. Hospital.
C xample:
character "
The traditional flower for the
A state legislature decreed that
The West Kentucky Rural Telephone Cooperative
An American Bar Association pun- Month of April is the sweet pea
convicted murderers. while awaitopened bids for the construction of 191 miles of teleBernard. or daisy.
TIMES PUBLISHONG COMPANY.
ing enes:ution. should he kept in Be service feature by Will
PUBLISH= by LEDGER
phone lines in Henry County, Tenn., and Graves and
solitary confinement. Rut a court
Inc.. Oonaraidation of the Murray Lodger, The Calloway Times. and Calloway
Counties in West Kentucky. L. W Murdock II
The Times-Herold. October 20. ISINk and the Well Kentuckian.
ruled that the extra penalty, the
president of the cooperative.
January 1. 1042
solitary confinement, could not he
IN N. am Street. Misimmy, Kentenef 48.11
T. Sgt. Sidney B. Williams, son of Mr. and Mrs. R. L.
imposed upon any murderer whose
crime had already been committed.
M71.1110HIS of Murray, has been assigned to Personal /ServJAMES C WILLIAMS, PUBLISHER
(In the other hand, a law easing
ices, Hdotre. 8580th Air Base Group in New Mexico.
Punishing the Past
the punishment rnav ;onatitutionewe the right to reject any Advertising. Letters to the Miter.
er Public Voice items which. In ow opinion, are not for the host
any apply to the past Thus. lawSuppose you discover that,
Interest of our readers
your community, there is no law makers could reduce the death
against smashing street lights. And penalty to life imprisonment, and
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES. WALLACZ WITMER CO.. ISSI
suppose you go out and smash a apply the change to murders comLife Bldg_ New York. NM,
Madison Ave., Memphis, Tenn.; Thaw
dOfell Of PAO. And suppose that mitted while the death penalty was
etapbenson Bldg . Detroit, Midi,
LEDGER a TIKES FILE
the city fathers, in sudden alarm, still on the books.
tranamenion
as
Moreover, the ex post foclo rule
Elldered at the Poet Office. Murray, Kentucky. for
Final preparations are being made, it was leezned pass a LOS forbidding such be.
Seoond Class Metter
applies to criminal penalties only.
yesterday, to inaugurate a nurses training program at hastOf.
It does not protect you from asSUBSCRIPTION RATES. By Carrier In Murray, per week Mk, per Murray State College. M. 0. Wrather, acting president of (.04ild you then he punished, sorted
unpleasant consequences,
under the new law. for the lights
month $1.10 In (noway and adjoining counties, per year, $5.60; the college in the stwence of Dr Ralph Woods, is
other than criminal penalties, that
sched- you have already smashed"
Loma 1 & 2, $9.00. Elsewhere ULM. AB service subs:Mama lissa uled to attend a
may
he based on your past mismeeting of the West Kentucky Hospital
No—not even if you knew all
Council at Glasgow.
°The Outelaadlog Civil, Asset et Oemeausity im the
along that you were doing some- conduct
In
latemay et Ms terwmesse
one
i:r1SC, an ex-convict who
Norma Jean Jones, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Toy thing wrong. Punishment-by -hindJones, and Betty Jean Skaggs, daughter of Mr. and Itn. sight is forbidden in Article One of had served 10 years in jail wanted
to
practice
medicine. But, according
FRIDAY — APRIL
191111
Clint Skaggs, have been named valedictorian and salu- the Constitution, which says that to a state law, no one who had been
facto law shall be
post
es
"no
tatorian of Hardin High School senior clam.
passed." No act, legal when coin- convicted of a felony could do so.
B111 Ladd, columnist for the Courier-Journal, honor- moot m i he made punishable
-This law is unconstitutional."
the man charged in a court test.
ed Dr. John W. Carr. president emeritus of Murray State
That means you need only look to PCA for all
"True, I committed a felony. But I
College, by devoting his entire column to an interview
your short and intermediate-term credit needs—
By UNIT= PEW INIIMNATIoNAL
have
already
served
my
sentence
for
no matter what they are. Through such carefully
WASHINGTON — The Rev. Ralph Abernathy, suc- with Dr Carr during the KEA convention held in Louisthat To prevent me now from pracloans as OPERATING LOANS,
structured
cessor to the late Dr. Martin Luther King Jr., as leader ville April 14-17.
ticing medicine would be to add an
BUDGETED LOANS, LIVESTOCK AND
Officials of the Murray Chamber of Commerce toextra punishment, and that in ex
of the Southern Christian Leadership Conference, an
POULTRY LOANS and INTERMEDIATE-TERM
day launched a drive to obtain new members for the
pia facto."
LOANS—PCA can provide you with the credit tools
next month's poor people's march on Washington:
However, the court upheld the
to do the job best—whatever it is.
"We must come by the thousands and we must, be organization. P. B Oholson is executive Secretory.
law. saying the legislature was not
In addition, you have the advantage of consdtation
prepared to stay until action is taken."
imposing .a punishment but merely
With specialists in both credit and farming
setting standards for the practice of
Who will help you save money by joint planning
LONDON — Hugh Scanlon, newly-elected president
medicine. The judge said:
to keep interest costs lowl This is one big reason
"The physician is one whose reof Britain's Amalgamated Engineering and litithrli7
why PCA IS A GOOD PLACE TO DO SUSiNESS1
by United Press International
lations to life and health are most
Workers Union, criticising workers who want a halt to
_Today Is Friday, April
--at—GAV—PAULRY
intiloote. ('haracter iteleinsportant
the IMIgration of colored workers:
the 117th day of 1988 with IS
UPI Weenea's Editor
a qualification as knowledge. If a
afterward by pinning a criminal
"If you exported every colored person out of Britain
follow.
to
YORK
BPI
—
Rudy
state may require good character as
NEW
Seon
it.
label
tomorrow it would not solve the housing problem. It no's sculptural talk to every_ The moon is between its last
the practice of mediPRODUCTION
this applies not citify to treating c.ondition of
would net 'build the hospitals: It wdeld not solve the kid from 3 to 75 who ever quarter and new phase.
cine. it may nghtfully determine
CREDIT
ASSOCIATION
but
also
to
increasing
crimes
new
problem of poverty or book after Ike old-eged."
pressed nose and hands against The morning star is Venus. the penalty on existing crimes. For what shall be the evidences of that
226 11. 4th Ph 753-5602
4
4
Mara
evening
ststs--.
the windows of the candy case The
Jupiter.
WASHINGTON — George Ball, President Johnson% to shop the goodies, ever crank and
On this day in history:
choice-4o replace Arthur Goldberg as U.S. Ambaselidor ed a gum machine and waited
for its surprises, ever saved In 1807, the first British colto the United Nations, in a book he published April 1:
out a penny' from the parental onists to establish a permanent
.For the life of me, I cannot see how we would be
AUTHORIZED DEALERS
allotment for Sunday school settlement in America landed
endangered by a Communist regime in Mali or
MOTORS CORPORATION
to buy a couple of jawbreakers at Cape Henry, Virginia.
killed
troops
federal
vile or Burundi, its most likely effect would be to cost
1865.
In
The Chicago-born Seno scul
Moscow or Peking some money."
pts candies But his are only John Wilkes Booth, the Simsand stirring sin of President Lincoln, near
for looking .
rather Port Royal, Vs., despite orders.
His
tools,
memories
WASHINGTON—President Johnson, speaking Thureconfectioner's,
are
Sic to take him alive.
than
the
day to a Capitoi Hill club.
In 1954. a nationwide test of
turvh.
welder's—the
acetylene
As you know, I have announced that I will not seek
the Salk anti-polio vaccine bethe
and
chisels,
the
hammers
or accept our party's nomination, but that does not
non-ferrous metals such aslion in 45 states.
mean that I am just going to be an uninterested or pasA thought for the day:
bronze, brass and aluminum.
sive bystander."
rrench
scientist BIM** Pascal
Rudy
Seno
reproYou see,
reed, the
duces in giant metallic form '11' "Man is but a
”. but he is a
weakest
est in nature
wenng
ans-Uung in the candy line from ttuh
lollipops to Tootsit rolls His
measure doting grandparents. parents.
candies sometimes
•
nine feet in height, weigh 300 godmothers
aunts and the Ii.
And he (Rebuts) answered and said, Must I not to 400 pounds, take as long as
Seno feels that the appeal of
take heed to speak that whkh the Lord bath put in my six months to mold and ham- his sculptures is just as great
nser and weld into desired for grownups as for children
mouth! —Numbers 23:12.
"They stir the memory of the
We often give utterance to our own MOW rather shapes.
"Nobody gets tooth decay adult
the magic and nosthan declaring what God in His Word has told us to my.
from my candies." said Seno. tal,gia of childhood." he said
"More likely a hernia"
in an interview "Kids don't
Senn sculptures range _ilLosak about magic The take it
price from $50 to 1,3.500. but
granted But adults often
be laughed as he observed, ke
. against
have to recreate it
lilest of the profits go into the daily pressure for survival
upon•TENS VIM
ointments." The dark-haired ar- in the business world."
hat held out muscular arms
Seno said he'd done painting
The Mirray State College Board of Regents Toted to show scars from the hot me
and stone sculpting before turnto set up a mental project which would make Murralyr tals and the acetylene larch
ing to metal He got the idea
Seno. is, sna tne
the first Kentucky college to offer such a prosrram_ They
for the candy theme from a
also approved application for a Federal Housing andk two boys, brought-SS of 'his newspaper picture showing a
Horne Finance Agency loan to erect a new men's dornd-' metal candies to New l'Ork 'or policeman handing a lollipop to
a two-week run in the Fifth a lost kid
•ory
Avenue windows of the F A 0 ''Tha• cop." said Seno. ''had
The new dial telephone system will go into effect this
Schwartz toy and children's
fall In the Seen & Heard column, It said "Dr Hart will store, noted for its appeal tot) a bigger smile on his face than
the boy"
have to give up No 1, which has been in the family for
years".
Mr. and Mrs Charles D Kemp of Murray Route Two
.4_,ConCinuous
Show•nc,
are the parents of a con Charles David. born April 7 at
F/0•71 1 p yr D 1 r
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Eleven specially-equipped
Plymouths at great prices.
Pick from Furys, Satellites, Valiants and Barracudas
—all equipped with the most popular extras around.
For example, the Furys come with all-vinyl interiors,
deluxe wheel covers,
vinyl roof covers
and much more.

,
-.

PLUS

Success Sale Chryslers plus a new
limited-edition Newport Sportsgrain.
Special prices on specially-equipped 2- and 4-door
Newport hardtops. Special equipment includes allvinyl interior trim, white or black vinyl roof cover,
six special lights, outside remote-control mirror and
more And just out—a new limited-edition Newport
Sportsgrain with wood-grain vinyl
paneling on the sides.
Test price a Chrysler
and save.

ON STAGE
Friday and Saturday Nora ONLY

"THE RHYTHM RAMBLERS"
From Si. TI Sayan O'clock
SUN. - MON. • TuE. • WED.
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THE
PENTHOUSE'
IS THE VEV
MODEL On
COOL SAOISTIo
MOD MOVIE!"

NOTHING
SHOULD STOP YOU NOW!

Crryslui fiiiroporl 4 door

Kir dtd0

Come to your Chrysler-Plymouth dealer's and test drive the Chrysler or Plymouth of your choice.
Drive home a bargain today.
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Taylor Motors, Inc.
403 S. Fourth St.

Murray, Ky.
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cators and leaden that -the He seeks to remove the haning
either first or second after
schools and their conditions dicaps that weaken and deEXTRA PRIZES
each lap.
can become the outstanding in stroy life.
INDIANAPOLIS tin — DrivA total of $40,000 will be a(Contlowsed From Pig, 11
the nation.
The teacher is a BELIEVER: ers in the Indianapolis 500-mile warded in lap prizes with the
in
have
might
Sanders
Mrs.
opinion that profession must mind the words of Louis Kos- He has abiding faith in the auto race May 30 once again leader of each lap earning ;150
will earn bonus money for be. and the runnerup ;50.
make daily meaningful intrus- suth, an Hungarian patriot who improvability of the race.
By JACK GAYER
on NBC repeats "Measure of
ions. This is indeed a challenge, lived in the nineteenth cenand
the
Wilson
Montfort
MisNEW YORK On — Two new A Man," drama with Richard
but we now have the opport- tury, who said "it is on the
help him.
summer shows have their pre- Kiley and Anne Baxter about sion to
Dom Deluise Show" on unity to bring about more sound education of the people
"The
mieres this week—"Man in a an illiterate backwoodsman who
bows as the summer re- meaningful programs. No stu- that the security and destiny of
Suitcase" on ABC and a %%vie- unwittingly becomes the tool of CBS
for Jonathan Win- dent should sit forever in the every nation chiefly rest", as
placement
ty series headed by comedian a big-city numbers gang.
program. Guest stars ap- back of the room, she further she 'continues her efforts to
ters'
Dom Deluise on CBS.
ABC's "Peyton Place" offers. pear with the comedian-host said as quoted from the Paduwork for education.
CBS telecasts the Kentucky Norman awakes to find Rita
cah newspaper story.
weekly.
During this special obserik
Derby Saturday. Singer Leslie gona, Betty looks at wedding
The Murray native, now preABC's movie is "Paths of
of Teacher Appreciation
ance
Uggams has her first video spe- rings and the Rev. Winter re34,000
G1pry," starring Ralph Meeker, sident of the more than
Week
for Mrs. Sanders and the
cial on ABC Wednesday. Andy buffs his wife's apology.
in
Wayne Morris and Adolphe member KEA -group, said
many
other dedicated teachers,
Williams does a special for
Comedian Tim Conway and Menjou.
conthe closing session of the
the
Ledger
& Tithes is reprintNBC Sunday. NBC has a spe- singer Shani Wallis visit Carol
vention that "I am glad to be ing the following from t is e
Foam lined blissful walking ...
cial drama version of Sir Burnett on her CBS hour origTHURSDAY
a part of the compelling splen- Kentucky Parent-Teacher Bul3 James Barnes notable play, inally scheduled March 11 and
"Hallmark Hall of Fame" on dors of education."
this soft, soft casual with
letin:
NBC has a 90-minute version of
The
Admirable
Crichton," preempted.
Mrs. Sanders is active in all TRIBUTE TO THE TEACHER
Barrie's
Thursday.
comedy, "The Admir- phases of education and also in
the kidskin leather uppers
"I Spy" on NBC reprises
Highlight details April 28. "The Madam Block." U. S. able Crichton." A butler turns other civic organizations in the The teacher is a PROPHET:
gives you an extra dash
of
foundations
the
lays
He
out
to
be top dog-When an aris- Paducah area. A member of
May 4.
Agents are involved in pretomorrow.
venting overthrow of the Mo- tocratic family of the turn of the Brown family told the LedSunday
of fashion with its new
the century is shipwrecked on ger & Times that Mrs. Sand- The teacher is an ARTIST:
Of Heaven and Earth," roccan government.
precious
the
with
works
He
tassel treatment.
a desert isle.
Passover special anchored in
Tu•sday
ers is a dedicated person for
clay of unfolding personality.
a tour of the Israel museum in
The "Daktari" re-run on CBS
the educational needs of the The teacher is a FRIEND:
The CBS movie will be "Ram- city, county, state, and nation,
Jerusalem, is repeated on CBS. gets chimp Judy involved with
His heart responds to the
Originally scheduled for April a tribe of chimp-worshippen. page" starring Robert Mitchum and that she is always striving
faith and devotion of his
7 and preempted. "Lamp Unto
Jerry Lewis on NBC repeats and Elsa Martinelli.
to find ways to improve these • students.
• My Feet" and "Look up And a show on which Barbara Feleducational needs.
The teacher is a CITIZEN:
don and the Doodletown Pipers
Live" are preempted.
FRIDAY
He is selected and licensed
Many persons in the CalloCashmere Tassel
ABC's "Issues and Answers" appear.
ABC's "Off to See the Wizimprovement of ROC"1'he Lay of The Land" on ard" screens Part One of "Isl- way County school system feel. for the
has U. S. Gen, Charles H. Periety.
ABC's "It Takes a Thief" puts and of the Lost," tale of the that if Mrs. Sanders has inhercy, R-111., as guest.
ORANGE
CBS has a National Hockey Mundy on the trail of the me- search for an uncharted island, ited any of the dedication to The teacher is an INTERPRETthe education and care of chit-, ER: Out of his maturer and
League Stanley Cup
playoff moirs of a countess that might
"Man .in a Suitcase" takes dren that her aunt, Mrs. Reba
BONE
wider life he seeks to guide
embarrass high government of- over an hour on ABC for the
game.
.
Brown . Miller, has that our
the young.
ABC will present play on fi- ficials.
summer while "Operation: En- -children need, then the KEA
The teacher is a BUILDER:
Red Skelton's guests on CBS tertainment" vacations. Amerinal h.oles of the lea round of
GREEN
are comedian Nipsey Russel and can Richard Bradford stars in group is in good hands, a loHe works with the higher
the first $100.000 .Byron
person
said.
cal
civilisa.
of
values
finer
and
• son Golf Tourney in Dallas, The Association, vocal group. this british-made series as McMrs. Miller came to Callotion.
BROWN
NBC's "Tuesday Night at the. Gill, a tough freelance operaTexas.
naturally,
way County High School as a The teacher IS I CULTUREPostponed from April 7, Movies" re-screens "The Truth tor in the espionage field.
teacher of mathematics and deway
the
leads
BEARER: He
-NBC Experiment in Televi- About Spring" starring John
The Friday night movie on bate coach after the new school
towards worthier tastes, sansion" offers "Africa and 1," a Mills and daughter Hayley.
YELLOW
CBS is "Days of Wine and was built in 1980 and was one
er attitudes, more gracious
A "CBS News Special" is Roses" starring Jack Lemmon of the most dedicated teachers
personal view of various Afriintelligence.
manners, higher
can countries visited by French "The Trial Lawyer," a program and Lee Remick.
NAVY
at the school before her retire- The teacher is a PLANNER:
photographer Pierre Gaisseau originally scheduled in Jan"We Won't Go" is a one- ment about two years ago.
He sees the young lives beand American painter—music- uny and preempted. Five not- hour NBC News documentary
Mrs. Miller at one time told a
fore him as part of a great
ed attorneys explain the trial that examines the youthful staff member for the Ledger
ian Larry Rivers.
shall grow
whicsytem
Film star Richard Harris and lawyer's trade.
draft-dodger of today.
& Times before her retirement
stronger in the light of truth.
• singer Ella Fitzgerald are athat when she ever stopped
WIDNESDAY
The teacher is a PIONEER:
SATURDAY
mong the headliners for Ed
thinking of the child first that
He is always attempting the
Avengers"
ABC's
'The
haa
CBS
airs
the
Cleveland-BaIU- she would stop living. Even
Sullivan on CBS.
and winning out.
impossible
Haggle."
"Have
Will
Guns
—
more
soccer
game.
"The ABC Sunday Night Moafter her retirement, Mrs. SHICBS is on the air at 4 p.m. ler still worked with the edu- The teacher is a REFORMER:
vie" repeats "King Rat," star- The job is to track down 9,000
EST with live coverage of the cational poverty program and -ring George Segal and Tom stolen British rifles.
"Hallelujah, Leslie" is a one Kentucky Derby.
Courtney.
she
h lies
s
special on ABC in which
NBC's major league baseball
Singer Andy Williams' third •
stillwas
acti‘.e indebate
edu coach
Uggams
singer
leads
Leslie
Rohas
the
St.
Louis-San Francium.,at Calloway County after comspecial of the season is on
bert
Harrison
Morse,
and
Noel
game,
NBC, preempting ''the High
ling from. Paducah Tilghman
Chaparral" Ray Charles, Burt the pop musical group, The
and had one of the outstandRascals,
on
a
tour
through
the
Jackie Gleason's -.show on ing debate teams at Calloway
Bacharach, the Raelets, Simon!
of
today.
music
CBS is a repeat of a variety County High School while she
4 and Garfunkel and Mama Cass .
Host Eddy Arnold on NBC. hour with Shelley Berman, Tri- I was coach.
Elliott are on the program
"Kraft
Music
the
Hall"
has
resa Brewer, Sid Caesar, Peter I The people in thi- area are
Monday
Margaret Nero and Mel Tornse as guests. fortunate to have a person like
Brothers,
"The Danny Thomas Hour" Everly
Whiting, John Byner, Mark
NBC's Saturday night movie Airs. Sanders to be head of this
Is 'The Chalk Garden" starr- state organization and it is hoping Deborah Kerr and Bayley ed through her leadership as
and John Mills.
well as other outstanding edu-

Kentucky Derby From Louisville To
Be Telecast On National Television

MRS. MARTHA ...

tassels...now in

the kidskin manner!
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poiverlio prow/PROFIT IDEAS FOR PROGRESSIVE FARMERS

Discount Shoe Center
STORE HOURS:

TE1EVISION SCHEDULE

Weekdays 10:00-5:30
Sunday 2:00-5:00
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* 300 Pairs New Spring and
Summer Shoes
* Famous Name Brands
* Save up to 50e'c
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fl Pre emergence weed spraying

O Fall plowing

Tissue testing

NET P'es*.a.a.

tintaiii

El] Earlier planting

El Earlier harvesting

O Apply anhydrous pre-plant to
avoid root pruning

O Field shelling

O High fertilizing rates
C3 Narrower rows

O Post-emergent weed spraying

O Higher planting rates

O Pop-up fertilizing

O Single cross hybrids

O Less cultivating

"0 Plow down fertilizer

.

11.a1Ma.

O Crop drying
O Truck fertilizer spreading

Li Soil tests including secondary
and micro nutrients
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Stalk chopping

SATURDAY APT%NOON PROGRAMS

MOTOR SALES
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'66 CADILLAC 412 Sedan. All power and air. Gold
with gold trim Sharp.
'66 CADILLAC Sedan DeVille. All power and air,
Light blue. Murray car.
'64 CADILLAC Sedan DeVille. All power and 9.11r.
Sharp as a brier.
'62 CADILLAC 62 Sedan. Power and air. Clean old
car with a low price tag.
'66 OLDS Dynamic 4-Door Hardtop. Power and air.
Sharp
'64 OLDS letstar SI 4-Door Hardtop. Power and
air Sharp
'64 OLDS Super 88 4-Door Sedan. Power and air,
low mileage
'64 OLDS F-85 4-Door Sedan. Power and air, low
mileage
'63 OLDS 98 Luxury Sedan. All power and air.
'63 OLDS:911 4-Door Hardtop. All power and air.
Dark blue '
'62 OLDS Dynamic 4-Door Sedan. Double power.
'65 BUICK Electra 2-Door Hardtop. Power and air,
tilt wheel, AM-FM radio
'65 CHEVY Bel Air 4-Door Sedan. V-8, automatic.
'63 FORD 2-Door Hardtop. V-8, straight stick
'61 PONTIAC 2-Door Hardtop. $150.00.
'59 OLDS 4-Door Sedan. $150.00.
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Mrs Miller chose a
reside- at Bainbridge. Md., Naworsted silk suit of fee gross val B.
Out-of-town guests were Kr
with its own crystateimpad
blouse and matching let aid and Mrs John Robert Fahey,
ether at-relearns. Her anew Miss Rita Fahey. Miss Roberta
Friday, April 116
Mrs. Michael Stessak was hoswas a phalaseeimis
Fahey. Edward Schreiner l'aul
tess for the meeting of the
Fahey, the groom's 1•045111. Hardilig. Ronnie Schreiner, all
The New Providence rtome
wore a blue brocade shall rif Gary. Indiana; Mrs. I. L.
A party for the seventh and Women of St. John's Episcopal makers Club met for the month
with matching coat and mere- Clanton and Paul Butterworth eighth grades of the Oaks Church at her home on Tues- of Aril in the home of Mrs
,Jr of Murray. Kentucky: Mr Country Club will be held day. April 23, at seven-thirty Terry Housden. Ten members
spondirg accessories. Her cot
sage *as also a phalaenopens and' Mrs Ronald Wilson of from seven to ten pm. with a o'clock in the evening.
and one visitor, Mrs. Bonnie*
The meeting was opened with
orchid.
Nashville, Tennessee: Michael thirty cents charge for sick
John. were present.
St.
end
Reception
Moms of Dalton. Georgia: Mr. person. Each member mei prayer by Mrs.. Steczak
The main lesson "AccessorA reception at the Knights and Mrs, Raleigh Cooper of bring two non member pests. Mrs. Charlie Moore. president. ies for Sprint' which followed
of Columbus Hall followed the Fort Walton. Florida, Miss Olga The planning committee is coeh presided. Mrs. Robert Mabry, the previous months on "Bask
ceremony Keeping the bride's'Pnckett of Birmingham. Ate posed of Monty Cathey, Brown secretary, read the minutes, and Wardrobes" was very appro
book was Mrs Ann Wright barns: Mr. and Mrs Harry Crouch, Steve Carter, Susan Mrs: Norman Klapp, treasurer, priate for the season as well
Camp of Chattanooga Serving Snerwood of Knoxville. Ten- Johnson, Jeannie Jeffrey, and gave her report.
as informative to all members.
were Mrs Herman Mathis, Sgos r,eSSee.
Each member v.as asked to The lesson was given very inDiana Boone
•
•
•
Karen Helms. Miss Barbaro
bring used or new pencils, terestingly
by Hrs. Jackie
• ••
Capps. Mrs .1.11Cr, Harding Cox,
erasers, and coloring crayons to Herndon.
all of Chattanooga. and Mrs
church on Sunday. They will
The president, Mrs. Juno.
Saturday, April V
Raleigh Cooper of Fort Walbe sent to a school in Haiti. Curd gave a report on her reof
Department
Alpha
The
ton. Florida.
Plans were c-oupleted for a cent trip to Lexington to the
the Murray Woman's Club will
For her trip. the bride wore
bake sale to be held Saturday. Annual Homemakers Conven
have its noon luncheon at the
May 4. at nine a in in front lion. She reported a very in
a white tailored suit with a
club house with Mesdames
of Belk's Store.
turquoise shell and correspondteresting trip.
'Hornsby,
Robert
King,
Rolf
The Eta Eldridge Circle of
Refreshments of cherry tarts
ing accessories Her corsage
Mrs. Iva Mae Allbritten gave
Harry Jenkins, C. S. Lowry,
,e
•
tvone_n's
Missionary'
SoMrs;
by
served
and
were
tea
was of bridal roses. The weddthe landscape notes for the
Russell Terhune, and Henry
the
of
Hazel
ciety
Baptist
Siena.
ing trip was planned for At-.
month of April.
McKenzie as hostesses.
The next meettng will be
lanta. New York City and var- Church met Monday. April
•• •
The meeting adjourned and
Mrs
of
Joe
home
the
in
Jackat
M.
May
held on Monday,
ious tours through lower New
delicious refreshments were
Monday, April FP
son.
Mrs.
home of
England and the Midwest
Mr. and Mrs Fred Garland 730 p m at the
served by the hostess, Mrs
Miss Essie Bailey gave the
Robert Mabry, 1512 Kirkwood Hamden.
•
The couole will temporarily
devotion followed by prayer by and children, whose home and Drive
contents were destroyed by
Mrs. Floyd Barrow
with a
Two books were reviewed by fire, will be honored
'The Best he Serve... Beet el GameNsse. Man
MethodMrs. Gene (1 Miller and Mrs. shower at the Kiritsey
p.m.
Bob Cook. Mrs. Miller discuss- ist Church at•seven
••
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Morton
ed 'This Is Ms Life" by Tttrya
and son, Kerry Dean, and Mr.
Acmes front Jerry's Restaurant - Phone 75E4131
Bjorn
ar.d Mrs. Cook
Ferre,
and Mrs. Bill Young, all of
Max IlleCieletea • We (live Treammre Chest Mama
reviewed "My Appalachia" by
SS
April
Tuesday,
Muncie. Ind., and Mrs. Nolan
Rebecca Caudill '
An educational and belibp
Tyler of Murray have returned
- Mrs Jae#son, chairman. _p_re- show and tea for all MEW WM&
from a vacation to Daytona.,sided
and Mrs.'Barrow had the ben will be held by the CalBeach, Fort Lauderdale, Miami,
YOU TAKE NO CHANCE
calendar of prayer. The clos- loway County Extension Bong
and other points in the Mato
TRADE
ing prayer .was led by Mrs. makers Association at the lbw
of Florida.
Bert Dover.
•••
ray Woman's Club House he.
Refreshments were served by ginning at one p.m. All nonHenry Brent Morris, Jr-. Of
the hostes. Also present for
are invited to come to
Murray has been
diselielledi the meeting were Mrs. 'Cy Mil- members
see the exhibits at two p.m.
753-5273
from the Western Baptist Bea
Murray, Ky.
• ••
ler and Mrs Bill Ferre:pital, Paducah.
LARGE VOLUME — LOW PROFIT
Saturday, May 4
The Derby Day dinner duce
"Service Built Our Business"
will be held at the Calloway
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE US ON A
catered
A
Club.
Country
County
NEW OR USED CAR
dinner by the House of Grace,
from
served
be
Paducah, will
eight to nine p in followed
by the dance with music by
Reid Hale. Please make reservations by May 2 by calling
Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Nis Crawford, 11r. and Mrs Don Overbey, er Mr. and Mrs. A. B

SOCIAL CALENDAR
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•

Smiling Six. 4-H
Club Meets With
Robert Brelsford

rMiss Anne Clanton Miller lc Married To
ohs Michael Fahey In Ceremony

The
Six Four H el
inst at Be Mee of the pre*
E, Merl Bradord, for ib
reader sesseig. David Leboreit* gave the Misr Mei&
and David Bell* led Ike pray% or.
imam

•

PERSONALS

641 SUPER SHELL SERVICE

loos,

FlPse

/rum Yost
wrrH . .

inn Jarrett gen AIM in
shaeisen ANIAllnE
e deb the way 'le
irtril
fe
tali pep** poisons in each
.lemeheit

PARKER MOTORS

MRS.

101414 atiatAil FAHEY
marriagp
The
Anne day. April 6, at Saints Peter
and
Wieder'
two
Big
Throe
Church in
leaders WY, present Istssols Clanton Miller of Chattanooga end Paul's Catholic
Mats were served, asseggibig Tennessee and John Michael Chattanooga
Rev Joseph P Breen officto Apes 'Jarrett. reports*. . Fahey of Gars Indiara isas seleinnized at two o'• heir Sahsr- iated, and MUSIC was provided
by Mrs R P. Manning. organist. and Mrs. Michael Phillips.
soloist
The bride is the' daughter of
Mr an4XMrs. Charles Clanton
Miller o l'Ilattanooga. Mr. Fahey is the son- of Mr. and Mrs.
John Robert Fahey of.Gary.
Mr. Miller gave his daughter in marriage. She was attired in a floor-length -gown of
white silk peau de soie designed with an oval neckline and
an A-line skirt. The bodice was
if reembroidered Alencon laire
and formed motifs bordered
the Mediae. The detachable
train waif caught to a high
waistline efith a designer's bow
.and teniahmtell_ in • chapel
-sweep. Her veil was a finger
tip soil of English illusion attached to a double crown of
lace petals edged with seed
pearls She carried a cascade
,•( stephanotis. Bride.N roses
nd seed pearls.
Mrs Michael Hurst attended
.s matron of honor Bridesemits were Mrs Ronald Wile:5n
,1 Nashville, Tennessee, Miss
Rita Alice Fahey and Miss Rob.•ria Ann Fahey. sisters of the
2room, both of Gary.
Ward to run your fastest —
play your West! Ther do whet
The attendants wore slipperBWirrY FLYER does WEAR
,i.r.gth gowns of mist blue chitWINWERS SHOES — P•F
t.,n over taffeta featuring beFLYERS — th shoes Plat
lie insets of satin, brief puff
CAW T BE BEAT. They're the
-Ic•-ves and a caged back. Their
only canvas shoes with a
Witt 91 RIGID WEDGE that
iils were multitiers of matchNaps you non 'OW fastest
carried
They
illusion
ing
longer
PI
Got
w.thent
Vitas
POSTIMO POUPSDA?MON
French bouquets of yellow daisFLYERS — the doses that
ies with green velvet ribbon
winners rh011011.
streamers.
Edward Schreiner of Gary
PREF SPI GLASSES WITH EACH PUBCHAMIE
served as best man for - the
groom Groomsmen were Paid
Harding of Gary. Michael Mon
ns of Dalton Gporgia, a n d
Charles Steven Miller, brother
Glen G. Wooden, owner
of the bride, of Chattanooga.
Murray, Ky.
510 Main St.
For her daughter's wedding

Be Swift!
...as a Rocket
like "Swiftyflyer"

•

----..1
,00"-"
."
_-_____..........,....
iv10
;...00,000"er ov.
Flyers
RIG•estricii

Family Shoe Store.

REVIVAL
At The

NORTHSIDE BAPTIST CHURCH
Mayfield, Kentucky
611 West Lockridge St.
'"APRIL 29th thru MAY 5th
Services Each Night at 7:30

Fl

1Deak-0414

EinNOELIST

56 piece'
Stainless
Flatware •

• ••

Hubby's Hairpiece
Causes Confusion
By Abigail Van Buren
I' •9•11 •• C\Kam*

MIhis I

DEAR ABBY I never cared much for wigs on men. but
lately I have been changing my mind Attho my husband is
oily in his early forties. he's been bald for some time Not only
dist. bat his head comes to a decided point on top Lately his
bend has taken on a -polished look which makes the point on
top all the more conspicuous
I am so tired of people asking me,"What happened to your
husband's head"Wouldn't a wig be less on.spicuoutf If I say to get one, he
says he'll get one
Another question If rns husband does decide to get a wig,
will he have to have new passport pictures taken IN the wig'
And where it says -Hair.- should he put down "BALD ' or the
MRS F IN LAS VEGAS
color of the wig' Thank you kindly
DEAR MRS. F. If your husband would he happier with a
be should certainly get ow. And since the hairpiece will
change his appearance coasiderably if he plans to wear it
eisesiantly. he should update his passport pictures Snd where
It says -HAIR" he should pet down the color of his -wig."
IP.S. I hope your husband does•1 "flip kis wig- abroad or be
may leave trouble gettleg back le Use country.]
DEAR ABBY I am a widow of less than one year My
income has dropped from $1.900 a month to $I .SOn a month. so I
•
have to watch my pennies now
I have one son He is married and goes to college He and
his wife have, been coming to my home for Sunday dinner
regularly, and they bring their laundry to do in my washing
machine About a month ago. I told them that due to my
reduced circumstances I was going to charge them 25c a load
for the use of my facilities My son said, "Thank you. Mother.
but we will do our laundry elsewhere
Abby, where can they get their laundry done as cheap as
here' And as long as they pay to get it done, why not give one
the money' I am very hurt In fact, I am sick over it became
we had a wonderful -relationship before this happened. They
still corn-- to me for Sunday dinners, but they refuse to bring
their laundry Was I right or wrong in asking for 25 cents a
load"
HURT

By

PERSONALS
Mr and Mrs John Michael
Fahey were the weekend guests
of Mrs Fahey's grandgarents,
Mrs Isaac I. Cl.nton. 165 Vire
Street_ and Mr rid Mrs Grey X
Miller. 710 Vine Street. all of
Murray They were enroute
ter their weddh‘g t-lp to Atlanta. New York City and the.
New England States Enroute
here they visited his parents,
Mr. and Mrs John Robert Fahey of Gary. Ind After leaving
Murray the Fahey couple visited friends in Nashville. Tenn
and were going to visit her par,
.ents. Mr and Mrs Charles
Clanton Miller of Chattanooga.
Tenn.. before leaving for their
home near the Bainbridge. Md.,
Naval Base.

WAKE UP YOUR
PERISTALSIS
And Be Tour Swing Best
The muscular action of your digestive system called Peristalsis, should
Dot slow down If this happens
waste materials can build up In the
lower tract and you become Irregular uncomfortable and feel stuffed
Carter's Pills with ilia unique laa•tive formula wakes up the Wowed
down muscles of the lower dereaerre
tract •ral stimulates Yerwtalete, giving temporary relied of this irregularity Then you will be your weilet
lone of satisfied users take
earesirs Pill. Why 00W1 you. 404

1111111011

of

1847 ROGERSe BROS•

with the purchase
and insteRation of •

WILLIAMSON e

•

CENTRAL
AlR CONDITIONER

•

This special early buying bonus is good any time up to
April 30, 1966. Gently tapered with floral motif, this set
Consists of a 50-piece service for eight, plus a matching
6-piece hostess set. Don't delay. Gist your estimate today,
on a WILLIAMSON Central Air-Conditioner,

hi

Rogers Electric
lee No. 4th St.

Phone 753-5963

lnimt

4

DEAR HINT: Unilei the few dollars involved would have
worked a hardship an you, you'd have been wiser to have
skipped it. apologise for pinching pennies and hope that
everything comea. sale the %ash.
DEAR ABBY: 1 have a rather well-to-do uncle who' is in his
late seventies now. About 12 years ago, this uncle asked me if I
would be."executor" of his will I told him I would and that
was the, end of the conversation As such, I don't have the
faintest idea what I am supposed to do Should 1 write and ask
him'
I don't want him to get the idea that I am waiting for him
to die because I'm not. but shouldn't I know where to find his
rAttahle papers and so on in case of his death? I didn't sign
-anything and am wondering if he has -changed his mind arid
asked somebody else or what
How should I go about getting this information'
UNINFORMED
DEAR UNINFORMED: If yen don't
see, and ask him to handle it fee yes.

REV. G. TERRY CLAPP DR. DALLAS F. BILLIkt3TON
PASTOR

•

fl.

During the tornado disamier
the dub met at the Red Cress
*lice aed pee two homes el
„ wort 71esee members preamit
were Ammo &nen Jr. phe.
.1egrapky lead* sod Jeanette
4
4signitt, Jr.. wady leader, Judy
lend Patricia innekwykr, Nita
innie isreit. knit
Seen and keel NoIs—ir:
le Ma&

Bain Iteneord and David
*Ida gave denesstrations ow
project&

Episcopal Il'omen Providence Club
Meet Tuesday At Holds Meeting At
The Steczak Home Housden Home

ilrs. Joe Jackson
Hostess For Eva
Eldridge Circle

Pledge to the Amide= Gig
was led by Rita Hicks, and Bo
4-11 pledge by Lisa flicks. The
secretary teed the roil and each'
member answered with a pel.
sea that is found in the brow

•
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hate a

lawyer, get

•

tioNIFIDENTIAL TO • 'LIVE WIRE IN EDINt ' You'd be
dead if it weren't for Vrair connections
•
promol
Everybody has a problem What's yours! Fee
reply write to Abby. nos Mast tall Angeles, Cal.. WOW.sad
eociose • stamped, self-addreseed envelope
HATE TO WRITE LETTERS? SEND II TO ASST. BOX
Wise, 1.0s ANGELES, CAL., MOW FOR ARBY'S BOOKLET
-HOW TO WRITE I.FITIMA FOR AU, OCCASIONS."

sow
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•

•

•
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•
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American League Wants To
Split Into Two Divisions

e Club
eting At
flotne
vidence homefor the month
home of Mrs
Ten Members
, Mrs. Bonnie/0
,resention "Accessor
which followed
nths on "Basic
s very appro
mason as well
s all members.
given very inMrs. Jackie
, Mrs. Juna.
port on her rexington to the
akers Conven
-eel a very in
Allbritten gave
notes for the
adjourned and
phments were
hostess, Mrs
•

by JOE GERGEN
day, the Chicago Cubs pounded
UPI Sports Writer
the Atlanta Braves 5-2 in a NaThe American League already tional encounter as Ron Santo
has counted 1U over the pros belted two home runs and Fertrate forms of Eddie Stanky guson Jenkins pitched his third
and the Chicago. White Sox. complete games in four starts.
Stanky's proud Sox, a genuThe White Sox may never
ine pennant contender before win another game if their luck
rang
on
bell
April 10, land continues to be as bad as it
the
ad flat on their backs Thum- was Thursday. They collected
day in the 10th game of the 12 hits, their high total for the
season, an embarrassing posi- season, and held the Twins to
tion they had also occupied for three, they allowed Minnesota
each of their first nine match- baserunnes in only one inning,
es after absorbing a 9-0 knock- and they loaded the bases with
.
out punch by the Cleveland none out in the seventh with
Indians in the opener.
the heart of their batting order
It was the Minnesota Twirls coining up. Yet they still manwho administered the final, hu- aged to lose.
miliating blow with a 3-2 triuLoses One Inning
mph, decking the White Sox
Gary Peters retired the first
with the only good punches eight batters he faced in order.
thrown in the game, a three- He also set down the last 15
hit barrage in the third inning. without incident in hurling
Chicago, however, went down eight strong innings. But the
• as if by memory.
one that got away did him in.
Lone Climb
It was the opposing pitcher,
•
The defeat left the Sox 8% Sins Perry, who drew a walk
,
males behind the pacesetting with Iwo out in the third. Then
Detroit Tigers, an almost in- cam? double, double, single off
• surmountable deficit to over- the bats of Cesar Toyer, Tony
come in the well-balanced lealt- Oliva and Harmon Killebrew
t
ue.
and that was that.
. In the only other game playSanto hit a solo homer in the
: ed in the mmor leagues Thurs. fourth inning and two-run shot

MURRAY

KEN]QI
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in the eighth as the Cubs, Chicago's other basement bargains,
moved into a three-way tie for
eighth and—or 10th with a
5-7 record. Santo's homers were
the 201st and 202nd of his career and his third and fourth
of the season.
Jenkins scattered seven hits
in raising his record to 3-0.
Felipe Alou and Bob Tillman
hit solo homers for the Braves'
runs. Henry Aaron collected
three Atlanta hits, including a
triple, for five total bases an
moved ahead of Rogers Hornsby into 10th place on the alltime list with 4,716.

Bowling Stancfings East Tennessee And
Tennessee Tech
KT. LAME ROW1.IN0
LEAGUE
Each
Win Game
Week of April 21 1166

Mooeocivaiog000e..w.N.c.0.00 •

'

t-oncwoopopeopm....seepowocseks'e
National League
W. L. Pct. GB
9 4 .892 —
St. Louis
7' 5 .583 PA
San Fran
Pittsburgh 6 5 .545 2
Los Angeles 7 8 .538 2
(I 7 .462 3
Atlanta
Phila.
8 7 .462 3
RETURNS TO TFIE MOUND—Boston Red
knee in a skiing accident last December.
Houston
5 6 .455 3
Sox' right-handed ace Jim Limbers, the Cy
Looborg, made the cheerful prediction that
Cincinnati
5 7 .417 3½
Young Award winner of 1167, as be pitched
he'll be able to pitch in relief within two
New York
5 7 .417 31,4
batting practice for the first time at FenChicago
5 7
weeks and enter the starting rotation by mid417 3%
way Park Monday, since injuring his left
Thursday's Results
May.
Chicago 5 Atlanta 2
Today's Probable Pitchers
EXCXHANGE TWO
Philadelphia, L. Jackson 14
at Atlanta, Britton 1-0 and Reed
PHILADELPHIA ,urs — snort0.0, night 8:05 p. m.
stop Don Money and outfielder
New York, Seaver 1-0 at Cin
Larry Hisle both rookies, have
cinnati, Ankle 0-0, night, 8705
been sent by Philadelphia to
p. in.
The Ameri-I appearing at home at the same
CHICAGO
Houston, Giusti 1-1 at Chi- can League wants to separate time.
the San Diego Padres of the
cago, Hands 0-2, 1:30 p. in.
into two six-team divisions for
Cronin said that he and other Pacific Coast League for fur.
Los Angeles, Singer 1-2 at the 1989 mason, but it will take AL officials would meet with ther seasoning.
San Francisco, Sadecki 2-0, night no action until after confer- National League President WarIn exchange, the Phillies re
.11
m.
ences with the National Leag- ren Giles and other NL officand
Pittsburgh, McBean 3-0 at ue.
ials in the near future, certain. called pitcher Larry Colton
Pena
St. Louis, Gibson 0-1, night 8
ly before the next NL meeting bought shortstop Robert
m.
Though the American Leag- scheduled for mid-May, to try from San Diego. The 20-yearSaluriley's Games
ue was expected to approve the to work out the future together.
Philadelphia at Atlanta, night divisional plan and determine Meanwhile the AL scheduled a'
old Money was the key figure
New York at Cincinnati, night the membership of each divi- special meeting for Chicago
In the Philadelphia trade which
Houston at Chicago
sion at its special meeting May 23 to "consider future sent pitcher Jim Bunning to
Los Angeles at San Fran
Thursday, it took no action on plans for 1969."
Pittsburh.
Pittsburgh at St. Louis, night the composition of the divischethe
of
legnth
American Leegue
sions or the
W. L. Pct. GB
dule because of a request .for
by the National League.
delay
Detroit
9 2 .818
However, the two new teams
Minnesota
8 4 .886 lii
in the American League, the
Baltimore
7 4 .636 2
Pilots and the Kansas
Seattle
Boston
4
.600 2%
City Royals, who will make it
Washington 7
.538 3
a 12 team circuit in 1969, were
New York 6
.500 3%
admitted formally to member
Cleveland
5 6 .455 4
ship and participated in the disOakland
5 8 .385 5
cussion on the divisional plan
Calif
5 8 .385 5
The tieup in the American
Chicago
0 10 .000 8%
League plans came about be• •
Thursday's Results
cause the National League last*
Minnesota 3 Chicago 2
week voted to expand to 12 ,
Teday's Probable Pitchers
teams in 1969, providing it can
Chicago, Hurien 0-3, at Minreach unanimous agreement on
nesota, Boswell 2-0, 2:30 p. M.
which two of five cities appliOakland, Odom 1-1 at Caliins for membership shall be acfornia, Burgmeier 0-1, night,
cepted.
11 p
AL President Joe Cronin said
Cleveland, Siebert 2-1 at
that the NL decision on which
Washington, Bertaina 1-0 night,
cities to accept would affect
8:06 p.
the schedules for both leagues
Boston, Ellsworth 2-0 at BalIn the divisional program, as
ttlmore, Howard 0.1, night, 8
well as the composition of the
m.
p.
divisions, since both leagues
Detroit, Wilson 2-1 at N e w would attempt to prevent two
York Stottlemyre 2-1, Mght, 8
teams from the rival circuits
p. in

Minnesota Twins Beat White
xubs Pound The Braves
(crt —

6

MERSIN

ece
less

a

rare

W. L.
Team Standings:
JOHNSON CITY, Tenn. alTo —
91
33
Tidwell's
East Tennessee State and Ten364
874
Murray
of
Bank
nessee Tech split an Ohio Val82 42
Cathay Contractor
ley Conference baseball double
43
81
Martin Oil
header here Thursday
with
81 43
Lindsey's
ETSU winning the first game
T. V. Service Center 7514 48% 94 and Tech taking the night87% 56%
Colonial Bread
cap 8-4.
80% 8314
Palace Drive Inn
Eddie Goodson drove in three
5914 Si%
Corvette Lanes
runs and Bill Casey had three
Murray Cablevision 5514 88% hits in the opener to pace the
55 89 ETSU attack.
All-Jersey
Liberty Super Mkt. 54 70
Bernie Miller went the disSchool of Business 5314 6644 tance for Tech in the second
Trenholm's Drive Inn 45 75 game and hit a two-run home
41% 82% run to aid his own cause. CaJerry's Drive Inn
High Team Game WHC
sey again had three hits for the
Bank of Murray
1024 Bucs.
High Team Three Games WHC
2988
Martin Oil
SOUTHERN SITE
High Cisme Scratch
BIRMINGHAM, Ala. Sirt
Red Doherty
231 The Boston Patriots will play
Fred Pogue
226 an official American Football
James Washer
222 League game here against the
High Throw Games Scratch
New York Jets Sept. 22.
Sherman Hornbeck
579
Patriot officials moved the
Red Doherty
57'7 game from Boston's Fenway
James Washer
5714- Park to the 70,000 seat Legion
Field because of a conflict in
High 3 Games WHC
668 dates with the Boston Red Sox.
J Vernon
852
Red Doherty
ell
James Washer
1-0P. CORRICT
Top Averages
187
James Neale
179
T. C. Hargrove
178
Paul Heise Jr.
DAY OR NitH
177
Delmar Brewer
176Lyan Dixon
175
Hatton Garner
175
Sherman Hornbeck
173
Paul Buchanan
172
Ronald Pace
171
Vernon Riley
171
Hub Dunn

TIME and
TEMPERA4URE

753-6363

11 111111.S HANK

—Geo. Hodge, SM.

College Cleaners
1411 Olive Blvd.
— FREE PICKUP and DELIVERY
Truly Fine Cleaning

—
MINIM 763-31/11
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EARLY BIRD AUTOS

•

_WE HAVE-

INSPECTED
50
&
APPROVED
• •
GOOD USED
CARS and TRUCKS

•

ALL MAKES & MODELS
*A CAR TO FIT YOUR EVERT NEED
'FINANCING AVAILABLE
IOU WILL LIKE US AND SO WILL YOUR POCKETBOOK

I

CHECK OUR PRICES NOW
•

EARLY BIRD AUTOS
410 North 4 Hi. Murray, Kentucky Phone 153-7158

BUY NOM SAVE NOW!
FLEETSIDE PICKUPS

CHEVY-VANS

Don't let this be the week that was'
Buy now and get special sale sayings
on a vi -ton Fleetside Job Tamer
Equipped with by 8-loot box, Six or V8
engine, custom comfort and appearance equipment. chrome hub caps,
chrome front bumper Also available
at special savings power steering and
power brakes; 292 Six engine and 4speed transmission, 396 V8 and automatic 3-speed transmission; Soft Ray
glass, air conditioning and radio
Get it ail-plus exclusive coil spring
riding comfort, double-strong construction and styling with a purpose,

Last chance to get special sale savings
on '2 -ton Chevy-Vans So buy now and
get it equipped with a big 230-cu -in
Six engine, chrome hut: caps chrome
bumpers, custom equipment, front stabilizer bar left and right side Junior
West Coast mirrors Your choice of
wheelbases, too Get the 90-inch version with 209 cu ft of payload space
Or choose the 108-inch model with
256 cu ft of cargo capacity
Get more delivery value with allwelded unitized body-frame design.
big 4' x 4' cargo doors and easy-riding
tapered leaf rear springs

Sale ends April 30

ClwEiiiHOLET

HIM Anniversary truck Sale at your Chevrolet dealer's nowt

LOOK
IT'S NEW!! , .. IT'S GREAT!!

Over $12500 For Only $995
Murray Golden Checks
USE THE GOLDEN CHECKS LIKE MONEY!!

Over $.1125" for only .
For further Information call the Golden Chocks

$995
• 753-663

— GOLDEN CHECK GIRLS ARE MAKING
CALLS NOW •••

lbw
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Extension Leaders Of Area 4-1""""
Give Hints For The Public

•

• Ten commandments of foot sung task that needs to be
health are
done this spring, color is a
1. Bathe feet once a day and leading question. Because o f
dry thoroughly
the importance of light, and
2. Change shoes and stock.!the effect light has on color,
lags often.
aoft light tones have proved
3. Trim toenails straight a more satisfactory than dark
cross and not below the flesh. bright colors. Any individual
4. Wear well made shoes.
color selection, when carefully
5. Wear well fitted shoes considered in relation to all
the proper size and last Shoes other colors, creates a room-toand hose fit when they are lb room color harmony. Too many
inch longer than the longest colors can produce confusion.
Homemakers who have selected
6 Exercise regularly.
one or two colon with a third
7. Don't get your feet wet
fin accent have secured a more
needlessly and don't let them pleasing effect throughout the
stay wet from perspiration.
home - Mrs. Juanita Amonett.
8 Walk right, cultivating
•••
good posture.
Are you making plans to at9 Examine your own and tend 4-H camp this summer?
your childrenfa feet at frequent
If you don't go, you will mist
intervals to guard against ail- lots of fun. Not only is camp
ments.
OREGON
fun, it's an opportunity to make
10 Don't be a bathroom sur- new friends and learn many
MAY 28
geon If feet need attention.
new things. There are trained
consult a podiatrist - Mx*. counselors to guide campers in
Catherine C Thompson.
activities such as swimming.
NERIASKA
INDIANA
• • •
boating, archery, nature study,
MAY 14
MAY 7
STAIN?
GLYCERINE
DOES
CALIF
casting, creative crafts, outdoor
recommendoften
is
Glycenne
JUNE 4
cookery and others. Campers
removing grease
Al.fedrom uabiltoev
in cabins and have meth
fabrics and live
in a camp dining room. The
you ma!. wonder if the glycer
Ladies who prepare the food
inc ' itself is likely to leave a are good cooks and second
way
this
stain when used in
helpings are permissible. See
though glycerine is derived
at camp.- Kra Dean Repyou
staiaans
Ii chemically
egg gig-meg- pottrieswise now ta Indiana b
alcohol that is completely 'soloS..
primary where Sen Robert Kennedy and Sen Eugene Mcble in water. Therefore, you
like other attitudes
Honesty,
Carthy meet headon for the first tune Kennedy figures it's
can use glycerine for stain ruLi developed in the daily Is
crucial. Later they are on the ballot in Nebraaka,_OrigOet _
nioval without worry_ of the family When it eases
and California presidential primary elections.
Barletta Wrather.
to building attitudes, all the
•••
building blocks must be mead.
What kind of an indoor garLittle children are not preden would you like' You can
judiced and intolerant. They
choose a room divider, a wall
learn these attitudes from the
garden hung on a folding
Meuse 753-1272
groups in which they live. Rescreen, a table or desk garden,
* PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY *
spect for an individual, 'whator
a
garden,
basket
a hanging
his differences may be,"
We Have It-We Win Get It -Or It Can't Be Had
free-standing garden Each of ever
from a deep sense of
comes
simple
and
these can be small
self-respect, respect
personal
"1 or elaborate and large if you
individuals, and a respect
for
prefer.
differences.
Nature lovers who will not for
If your family members have
settle for less than real growmutual respect and forbear.
ing plants, blooming and Donforgive the thoughtless
blooming will welcome the new- awe;
others; are hoe
USDA bulletin "1n- expression of
revised
ly
Large Plants in Many VarietieS
sincere in family rela-door .-Gardens for Decorative eat and
understand and are
Plants." Home and Garden Bul- tionships,
to those outside the
letin No 133. Single copies are cordial
are "different."
available free from USDA. Of- family who
re BULK VEGETABLE SEED
laying a foundatich
are
you
Information.
Wash
of
fice
se ONION SETS - White and Yellow
for good choices and lasting
ton. D C 20250 Please
values - Miss Irma Hamilton
of BEDDING PLANTS OF ALL KINDS - 1.5*
.c.iur ZIP code number.
This new bulletin has pictso FERTILIZER - PEAT MOSS- INSECTICIDES
ures and plans with exact dimso AZALEAS - $1.00 up
ensions for building six types
se GERANIUMS - 35*
of gardens. - Mrs. Maxim
Griffin
oo CABBAGE - Extra Nice - 25e dor.
••ses
io PERENNIALS - Large Assortment
How is the food dollar of tlet
re' POTTED'ROSE BUSHES
typical family divided' if yours
is a typical family very likely
than one-half of your
MOST COMPLETELY STOCKED GARDEN STORE more
money for food goes for milk,
BEST BUYS are sought in
meat and eggs. About one-fifth every area of merchandise.
We Stress Qualityis spent for vegetables and A popular consumer magafruits The rest is nearly equri- zine classifies as a "Best
ly divided among the grain Buy" the product which ofproducts, the fats, oils, sugar, ten dependable service and
and sweets; and such =sect- the greatest amount of quallaneoui items as spices, leaven- ity and utility at the lowest
ing agents, coffee, tea and oth- price. The best buy is not
er beNerages. - Miss Patricia always the cheapest, because
Everett.
:. 1111 No 4th Street
the product must do the job
• ••
for which is was designed
Whatever the interior decorwell or it is no buy at all.
In home furnishing there
.0.••••
......
Is an element beyond utility
and service that must be
present-and that is beauty.
Beauty is not an "extra" in
Interior decor, it is an essenti•1 element
So what is
• best buy'
I n furniture
It is a piece
which gives
more,
you
WARM WEATHER ON THE WAY
in beauty and
function, than
you would normally expect
to get for the money. It adds
to the beauty and usefulness of the other furnishings
around it And it must be
a piece of enduring value,
one which will be just as
beautiful and useful many
years from now
• Come In Early to Avoid the Rush
All this explains why it
Es impossible to label • particular piece of furniture
For All Your Service Needs see . . .
as a "Best Buy," because the
needs of the individual are
Ball Wilson, service manager - 753-2617, home 354-6584
not always the same. What is
best for someone else is not
always best for you and your
home.
We have a store full of
"Best Buys" for someone .
many of them Ideal for you,
each one carefully selected
for beauty and function that
will last for years. But only
you can know what is just
right for you. Why not come
in and look over our better
buys this week' You'll be
glad you didl

7'\

WALLIS DRUG

Aturdlibi
Itela

Skirley Garden Center

SERVICE DEPARTMENT

- SPECIAL THIS WEEK

FREE!!

--41mmimmi

-44mmosim

This
used car is
guaranteed
100%.

sow. t_-_ ,__ ••••••-•

Isomebody
else'sachel
e°le
lLYZ
We won't sell you our•Imiodaches,
sithor.
All the cars people trade in on new
VVV:get our 16-point Inspection.
If they pass, we guarantee the free
repair or replacement of every major

working port* for 30 days or 1000 miles.

Whichever comes first. (Sometimes they
don't pass+. In which case we fix what
needs fixing before we guarantee them.)
So if you get a headache, it'll hurt us
more than it'll hurt you.
••••-irmke-syrte,r

KARMANN GHIA. Less than 1,000 miles,
pine green wit hlight sand interior. Radio,
heater, white wall tires.
$2395.00
V.W. Sedan. 5500 miles, beige in color with
matching interior Radio and leatherette
trim.
$1895.00
V.W. Sedan. Loaded with extras. Baby blue
in color
$1595.00
V.W. Sedan. Local car. Dark given in color.
Sharp
$1595 00

1•71 CM-

1965 V.W. Squareback Wagon. Liark blue in col$1395.00
1965 V.W. 1500 Series Sunroof. White with con$1295.00
trasting red interior.
1965 V.W. (3) Sedans to choose from. Colors:
$1195.00
2 blues and one red. Each
1964 V.W. (2) rsedans. Colors: Beige and green..
$1095.00
Each
1964 V.W. Bus. Real sharp. Practically a new
motor in it. Color: Green and white
Only $1095.00

1N7 FORD 1/1--Ton Pickup Truck. Ranger Cus•
tom. Red in color. Local new car trade-In
$1895.00
inlit FORD 4-Door Hardtop. Red and red, Power steering Like new.
$1695.00
1965 FORD Mustang Convertible. Light blue,
automatic transmission, power steering
$1395.00
INS MUSTANG. Burgundy with black interior
_Check this baby at _
_ _
$1195.00!
_ ISM
STANG. Local car, automatic transmission, V-8 engine Blue with white vinyl
top Only
$1195.00
1962 FORDS. Four to choose from
one convertible XL; One Falriane 500 4-Door Sedan, V-8, automatic, sharp; One gray 4Door Sedan; and One 2-Door Hardtop
Each
$695.00

1966 DODGE Coronet 500 4-Door Sedan. Factory air, power steering and brakes, 383
engine.`Just like new. Light blue in color.
$1995.00
1965 PLYMOUTH Fury II 4-Door Sedan. Factory air, V-8, automatic transmission, new
tires. Blue in color.
$1395.00
1965 PLYMOUTH Fury I 4-Door Sedan. Power
steerin g, V-8, automatic transmission.
Black with blue interior. Yo'have to see
this one to appreciate a nick low mileage
car. Only
$1295.00
1965 OPEL Station Wagon. 4-Speed, white in
color. Real nice.'
$995.00
1966 CHEVROLET Impala 4-Door Hardtop with
power steering and factory air. Anniversar; gold with black Interior A real honey
for only (Compare anywhere!) __ $1995.00

111114 BUICK 4-Door Hardtop. Local car, white
with contrasting blue interior. It is one
of them kind, folks Power steering and
brakes Yep, only •
$1295.00
1365 OLDS Cutlass F-35 2-Door T-Top. Bucket
seats, power steering and brakes, dark
green with black interior. This kind of car
is scarce as hen's teeth, so hurry out and
peck it up for a teat drive
_ _ $1595.00
1144 003S Jetstar 2-Dr. Hardtop. Power steering and brakes Blue with matching blue
vinyl trim.
$1195.00

1965 CHEVROLET 2-Dr. Hardtop. Power steering, brand new tires, 283 engine, automatic transmission Green in color.
$1595.00
1965 CHEVROLET 4-Door Sedan, Bel Air. Local
trade-in in 283 engine, straight drive. A
good family car. Blue in color. __ $1195.00
1965 CHEVILLE 4-DOOR Sedan. White in color
283 engine, automatic transmission. A good
little car.
_
61095.60
1966 BUICK 4-Door Hardtop. Green with black
vinyl top and black vinyl interior, Brand
new Urea, double power anek factory air.
HOT weather Is here. wily not enjoy it?
Only
$2295.08

ALL OF THE ABOVE CARS ARE
GUARANTEED 100 FOR 30 DAYS OR 1000 MILES

Air Conditioner Inspection

The following LITTLE JEWELS
will be sold
WHERE IS and AS 1,$.
1962 OLDS Cutlass F-85 Coupe. Bucket seats
and automatic
$595.00
1961 CORVAtit Station Wagon. AtitOtnatic 4Door
$395.00
ISO OLDS Dynamic SS. White With red trim
$450.00
II/61 VW -Sedan. Bleak (gas mileage pincer)
_
Gaily
129640
=_ _

1959 CHEVROLET Bel Air 4-Door. ____ $250.00
1957 CHEVROLET Station Wagon. Red. 9-pas
iA
senger
399.
1959 RAMBLER Station Wagon 4-Door. Auto- 1
matic transmission.
$99.00
1956 CADILLAC 4-Doer. Air conditioned Az full
power.
$299.00
1961 LANCER -4-Door:-Loryal car, HU tomath-. s-tx
cylinder
$299.00

•

COME TO WHERE THE ACTION IS

CARROLL VOLKSWAGEN INC.

Tt:ZIORS
Morthside Shopping
Center
Phone 753-1474
e
OPEN THURADAy AND
FRIDAY NIORTs
UNTIL COI

HOLCOMB CHEVROLET
Look For Our Servic• S•ecial

Eat II

sommmowasm•

.••

•

800 Chestnut Street Murray, Kentucky Phone 753-8850
-4sammeem

W ee

Is

1906 V.W. (3) Sedans to choose from. Colors:
Red, White and blue How about that? Two
extra sharp 1966 squareback sedans or station wagons Colors red and white. The red
one has air conditioning! The white one
has 15,000 actual honest to goodness miles!
Each
$1795

TOMATO PLANTS

Now
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What a wonderful day.. . what a wonderful time. This is a time to
Allttuegg

be happy . . . this is a time of joy . . . this is a time to worship the Lord

*Aso-

in His house. This is a time for all of the family to enjoy being together.
Today, the sun shines bright. . . next Sunday it may rain, but all are

MAIITZIFII CRAPS&
MRTMODIST 01117111011
Jebases Zerney
Panel
Charon Soling
10:00 a.m.
Worship SerVidi
11:00 am.
Sunday Night Service

days of joy for this is the day to be with the Lord in His house.

&raw sad Jr.
4:00 p.m.
11411111151, KIM Worship device
RIOT Sol & 415 SMUT 1-:-60

I was glad when they said unto me,

1111111.11115AL ISAFTIST 011117ECZ
Mad Street at Itth
T. A. ?heehaw. Nast
DIAL-A-DEVOTION
769-4411
nu:Way Soho*/
5:40 tion.
Morning Worship
1010 am.
Trainers Union:
(d11dir.) ....
6 00 p.m.
(Apr.-Aug)
••• •
I SO p.m.
moonias Worship:
(11004.-Mar.)
4 50 p.m.
(Apr.-Aug.)
7 30 p.m.
Prayer limning
Earn Wednesday
7 SO p.m.

in col$13115.00
:th con81295.00
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81195.00
d green.
$1095.00
a new
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'tetus go into the house of the Lord."
Psalm 122:1-10

V1305 (moon causes
.
es CRAMP
J•YrY lienderees . minister
Sunda/ School
1000
10:60
(Tonally Service .
Evening Service
4:30
Mid-Week Bible Study:
7:00
Wednesday

color.

are.

Max H. Churchill Funeral Home
"THE FRIEDLY FUNERAL HOME"
24 Hr. Ambulance Service-Oxygen Egelped
311 N 4th Street
Phone 753-4612

CARROLL TIRE SERVICE

yil•••••••••••••••••.......••••

TOUR UNI-ROYAL TIRE DEA1.118-1105 Pogue -4 81k East of S 12th Phone 753-1418

Ni4OP*,
";

DON SOUDER SHOP for MEN

NOWTMSIDE BAPTIST CIEDUCE
&••&.4.41 AS.. pastor
Jerry Graham. Sunday School Supt
Sundny School
10 00 •rn
Warship Service
11 00 am.
Ihresing Service
.
7 00 p.m.
Prayer Meeting Wed
7 00 pm.
Illundey Evening Singing
6 30 p.m.

>n, new
1395.110
Power
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to see
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11295.00

hite in
$995.00
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HOLIDAY RESTAURANT
Aurora, Ky.
Phone 474-2228
- OPEN ALL YEAR - S AM.te 9 P.M. FEATURING
FRESH KY. LAKE CATFISH and BAR-B-Q RIBS
The Church is God's appointed agency in this world for spreading the knowledge of His love
for man and of His demand for man to respond to that love by loving his neighbor Without

THE HITCHING POST

this grounding in the love of God, no government or society or way of life will long
persevere and the freedoms which we hold so dear will inevitably perish Therefore, even

THE OLD COUNTRY WORE
I Mile West of Kenlake State Park
Aurora Rd - Rt. 1. Hardin
Phone 474-22611
NEE

from a selfish point of view, one should support the Church for the sake of the welfare

HAZEL LUMBER COMPANY
•Int TREAT YOU Li THE TEAK,"

of himself and his family Beyond that, however, every person should uphold and participate in the (hutch because it tells the truth about man s life, death and destiny, the

Hazel, Kentucky

truth which alone will set him free to live as o child of God

CEBRAT COnliBli BMWs
CIFIIRCE
Lawson Witnesses pastor
dintlay School.
.. 10:00 a.m
Worship Bervice .
.. 11.00 a.na
Prayer Meeting Wednesday 7:50 pm.
Training Mew
....... 11:110
lissing Wareing)
7'16 pin

GROWERS- PRO( ESSORS - PACKERS
111/1ST ORBISTIAN Caries
III N. nem Stroud
Wean= U. Perrot. mans
9110 a.m.
Sunday Sonar!
.. . 111110 a.m.
Worahly Hoer
-00 p.m.
7
Sergio*
Wend.
6:30 p.m
Chi Pis Fenowehlt)
1:00 p.m
CTIr Feliowship
third Wednesdar
Mane lreilowehip
. third Tweed*,
c-WIr Gen Meet.

a.m.
ars.
p.m.
p.m.

r1.1LoS•liT VA1,11/11- 411111311C■
Or 01111111311T
liorray-PotteglerWli Sas&
Large Lylis.Wole•••
10:110
Bads Study
Morning Worship
11:00

LOCVIIIT 0111.0•11
011117110E OF 711 NA.....
Eirkser, Kentucky
Siebert Meninges. sainisbea
Illendey School .
10:00 •m
Morales Worship
11:00 am
Sunday Night Service
7 00 p m

DAIL ea0Vm 01311123311LAND
ruassT1111111A31 cannon
itni Sand. Peels
Ihinday School
111:041 am
Morning Melanie
11:011 a.rn
Weeds Worship
1:50 p.m

Phone 753-1933

MURRAY LIVESTOCK COMPANY

1.

pas

full

99.00
SIX

99.80

Bowling At Its Best - nue Food

I,

immemma
3

1415 Main Street

Phone

753-2203

OWENS FOOD MARKET
The Best In Choice Steaks
"We Specialise in Hot Pit Barbecue"
1409 Main St.

Phone 753-7993

KENTUCKY LAKE LODGE REST.
FRESH KENTUCKY LAKE FISH DINNERS
Open 7 Days a Week front 5 a.m. to 111 p.m.
Aurora Rd on Hwy. 68
Phone 474-2259

CAIN 8r TAYLOR GULF SERVICE
Used Cars - Minor Repairs
"We Glee Treasure Chest Stamps"

Phone 753-4682
Day 753-5862

STOKES TRACTOR & IMP. CO
Massey -Ferguson - Sales I Service
Industrial

Road

Phone

753-1319

Night 753-3548

r•Zalt=rmis.
"It's Finger Latin' Good"
Sycamore at 12th - Call-1n Orders 753-7101

CALLOWAY COUNTY SOIL
IMPROVEMENT ASS'N
Serving Farm Families Since 1936
Industrial Road
Phone 753-2924

HOLCOMB CHEVROLET INC.

After Church Try Our Sunday Buffet
11:30 a.m. - 2 p.m
US Hwy. 641 South
Phone 753-5986

Beautv Service.: To All it School Prices
WE BUILD SUCCESSFUL CAREERS"
Phone 753-4723
406 No 4th Street

SUSIE'S CAFE
WARD & ELKINS

Five Points.

and St Loot.
Phone 753-1717

Service to Memphis

"WHERE SALES & SERVICE GO TOGETHER"
South 12th Street
Phone 753-2617

PALACE DRIVE-IN

CORVETIM LANES, INC.

99.0

,uto-

99.00

SALE EVERT TUESDAY AT 1 P.M.
Billy Morgan Max Whftford - Joe Stewart
South 2nd Street
Phone 753-5334

The Cleaner That's Interested In Yee

EZELL BEAUTY SCHOOL

CAPRI THEATRE
Located on Chestnut Street

Phone 753-1722

BOONE'S INCORPORATED
Daily

This church page is being sponsored by the following business firms and interested persons:

"Fer AU Year Fertiliser Needs"

Rocket Center

PASCHALL TRUCK LINES

HUTSON CHEMICAL CO., Inc.

50.00

Phone 492-8121

CHRISMAN POPCORN CO.

Coleman Adv Se.

IMMANVAL LOT1111111A111 0311713CII
Bev. Illesphea Maw& pester
Sunday Illohool
9:16 am
Worship Service
10:110 a.m

Murray, Ky.

Square

Ming Cabinets - Desks - Adding Mashing*
and Typewriters
Five Points
Phone 753-5980

CEVn011
passer
15:00
11:00 am.
1:50
0:110
1:00 p.m

0111M1IN PLAIN 011117SCR
OF OMMLIIIT
Deem Oretedflent. sailors
Sunday BMW Study
10:00
Morning Worship .
10,46
Evening Worship
7:66
Wed Bible. Study
1 10

Phone 753-6817

Hale Lock Shop & Office Fmrniture

BAPTIST CII1711011
Nev. Devil loosbeg, Madam
Sunday Soloed
15:00 am
Illarring Weed*
11:00 a.m.
Training Dunn
4:00 pm.
Sussing Woman,
1:110 p.m.
Weineeday Nigla
6:30 p.m.
111111.1LSET IlLETBODIST
Ewa A- a. Sleds&
Ihresdny Sebool
ilarebag Warship
Ilegining "NNW,
Tooth Toiloorolllp
Wed. Prayer Meeting

Gliestnut fit.

BELK'S of MURRAY

Arr. 1.1.136sANT 0171111311MULAND
PIUSIIIITTEPLIAN 01111SCM
Morning Worship
11:00 ams.
Iligniay Night Service
7:55 pa
Worship Service at 11 55
Bret
and third Ilientlay

11095.00

,joy it")
12295.00

1304

POPLAZ illnIXOS BAPTIST
CIIICBCE
Routs I - Pettartowe
Mon Clisidee Chseabbis peens
dead*
15:00 alp
Mersin& Woriddli
11:04a_m
trounlas Union
1:00 p.m.
livening Worship
5:50 p.m.
Wed Prayer bileettne
1:00 p.

m with

an.
p.m

Mtr

,1995.00
L. Fac-

ain

.7417114177 CNIJA-Cli OF CMRIST
flair BAPTIST CRirsell
104 North lath Street
L. C. Oldies. peens
Nellie liner, minister
Sunday School
9:00 1/..1:11
Morolop Woeship
0:30 run.
10:46 K.1111 BIDS Study
Tralstag Dalin
10:11 a.m.
5:00 p.m. Morning Worship
Even. Worship (Broadcast) 6:00 P.m Evening Womb*
IN p.m.
Prayer Meeting, Wadeeslay 1:30 p.m. Mid-Week
7:05 asa.
Thursday (Co1/00* ihs3313/3
Devotional)
5:16 p.m

IT. LAO CATIIIOLIC Carnes
401 N. Ilth Mires(
Bev. Marna Inattlingly. pane.
Sunday Maass: I am..11 am. and
4:00 p.m.
Halyday and Fine Friday:
4:30 a_m and 6:00 p.m.

es, 383

FLINT BAPTIST CMCISCE
nos. wia. Jebae... Peras
10:00
a.m. Sunday School
Millar, @opt.
Ken
a.m
Morning Worship
11 00
...
p.m
Training Union
030
Mike Turner, Director
p.m.
Evening Marsh lp
7:30
Wed Servios
7:00

am
p.m
IIIIMANTWL MISSION•ST
BAPTIST CHURCE
1117111740 OMSK BAPTIST ONVIlliCn
Barnett Avenue - Murray, Ky.
Ser. Jena Beddwa poster
Bre. Themes Fortner. Partler
Sunday School
10:00 a.m Sunday School
.
10 60 am
..
Morning Worship
11:00 am
Morning Worship
11:00 a_m
Training Union
6:30 p.m.
7:05
1,101 Union
Evening Worship
7:30 p.m.
Inc Worship
8:00 p.m.
Wedneedar Evening
Wed Services
7:30 p.m
7:00 p.m.
Prayer Service
N ALUM BAPTIST catracn
WEST PORK BAPTIST CMINICIli
Bill Enight. pester
Ben. Heyward debortaresete.
Sunday School
10:00 a.m. Sunday Sohool
10:410 tala
Worship
Morning Worship
Morning
11:00 a-m
11:05 Lila
4:00 p.m. Training Union
Training Union
7:30 p.m.
Evening Worship
6:30 p.m. Evening WorehM
7:60 p.a..
Prayer Service
Prayer Service
1:116 p.m.
Wedneeday
7:30 p
5174K110 /PISMO' BAPTIST
WILTWAll ClIAPIL
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a-lii.B. 0111711/C111
Sc,. John Pippi.. essarr
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."
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"For where your treasure is, there will your heal be Aso"

National Hotel Building

RCA Victor - Frigidaire - Maytag
409 Maple Street
Phone 753-1713

TRENHOLM'S DRIVE-IN
MURRAY WHOLESALE
GROCERY CO.

Benny Penny Chicken - Pima - syraryietti
Free Delivery en Orders of $2.60 or More
12th & Chestnut

Phone 753-2997

KENTUCKY LAKE OIL COMPANY
WEST KY. RURAL ELECTRIC
CO-OPERATIVE CORP.
Phalle '7511-8013
INDOOR COMFORT CENTER
Division of Freed Cothain Co., Inc.
Heating - Sheet Metal - Air Conditioning
8th at Chestnut
Phone 753-4832

JOBBERS OF SHELL,OIL PRODUCTS
New

Concord

Phone 753-1323

CLIFFORD'S GULF SERVICE
FREE PICKUP AND Di'LIVERT
- We Give sacH Green strimps Phone 753-9091
Five Points

5 POINTS WELDING SERVICE
A FRIEND

Harold VauRhn - Owner
Complete Shop and Portable Welding Service
Septic Tanks - Tow Trucks
Mayfield Hiptway
Phone 753-4529

FACTORY - OUTLET STORES
npALITY irPAr.r. FOY: MEN
AT LOW, LOW PRICES
Murray - Mayfield - Paducah - Fulton
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VIRISISWEERIZA

Hello again

Long time no see. No.t1-.:ic to say and

no time to say it "do make it rough".

All reports from fishermen are, if the fish are biting
they are biting each other! How about that

. . and

from a fisherman yet.

ft

Mr. .1 C. Brandon went out lain week seeking bant.
He compromised for a string of 15 croppie.
The intermittent rain, high winds, and cold weather
must take the responsibility for the poor catches
Bill Mobundro, one of Martin Oil's "Bills", says he's
been spending all of his spare time fishing No picture!
"Main One", Bill Etherton, says he is staying home with
his bride That sounds like a real flan story.
Our.ide the camisprr‘rsilee, the great outdone. poinients a mirwelo41.
pl.' spot for the kid..nd relaxation for the groom-ups. Modeling
the Licene L. • Niwirs.d.

•

•
•

ELLIS
PIIPC01111 CORRY
POPCORN PROCESSORS
FERTILIZERS

A revised report Talked with Mn. Louise Morgan
at Morgan's Boat Dock, and she tells us the fishermen
were hauling croppie out yesterday like they were going
out of style Mr. George Jelles, from Columbus, Ohio,
made quite a showing for himself. Mr. Low Wyatt, from
St. Louis, got the limit on several occasions this week.
Mr. Thomas Buttery, from IllinoLs, did squally as well.
Mrs Morgan tells us our local people are "taking a
back seat to no one" She reports Vernon and Eva Moody
Consistently brought in more large croppie than Oa
could remember ever seeing in one week—by one CO4100.

fisssagalasssawsw.a.majap

THE MADEMOISELLE S__,OP
INC.
_
lloWal-753-3sas

We heard last year they were marvlous fishermen,
but
never a picture or comment from ti.na
Mrs. Morgan says fishing conditions are near
perfect today, and the water Is already dotted with
boats
at this early hour.

TOMB, YOUNG
-ItMS= LABOUR
Worray. Rallalekr

rike .S40p

•

In B. Mk Mame

14/oinLn
Young(
(
got riSmatt

Topper
Look 10 years
younger in
10 seconds'
•

753-5451
TzTh-

. . 1111 easy to put on as your
H
air
aid--rso
not, usktotum
ssato:h mrs
bionded
our
.
own and rowed in ightweight
ptiable plastic base Naturallooking, undetectable Cool,
ciean,comfortable and absolutely
secure UNO FOS FINI ssocsuat
01311r
4 ren
TATLO
.T0
D.97
I
'1111
0 it•toar St. Ilentwn. n y.

PICK-UP and DELIVERY
Phone 753-11113
Xie No 4th Street

Ituirrey, K.

I

.e.n.nsgs”

rinST Nu r

c. I

•

_

___,ST

TOMMY CARROLL
Philos 71$-MU
See Chestnut Street
Murray. Ry

PUBLIC SALE
SATURDAY, MAY 11, 1968 - 10 A.M.
South of Mayfield on Highway
in Bell City, Kentucky

rl

Property of Berry and Eagle Bowen (decease
d)
L W. MURDOCK - ADMINISTRATOR
Phone 382-5191 - Mayfield, Kentucky

MURRAY HOME & AUTO
"FISHERMAN'S HEADQUARTERS"
Zenith TVs

Started As Hobby
•
•
•
.4
0

0

0
0

1

9
ri

•

1
r
0
•
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Husky Dogs Bring Fame To
Alvorciton Area Kennel Owner
Mrs V :
owner and
C
'1.1 traveled down Route
operator of 11,
1: Sark Kennels, 20 on a flat rack borrowed from
Route 1. Alvordton. is most
a neighboring farmer
It
was
enthusiastic when she speaks of
placed on the Stout farm, and
-The Dog Beautiful.- the Amerboring was arranged to provide
bran Eskimo. whtch it a direct
adequate runways for each dog
descendant of the Alaskan Eaki- *inn hive been added twice to
trio and the
North
Greenland - pie' octagon budding
Mn
by
Eskimo The American Eskimo is
Stout's father 11_ J Sickles. who
Is. registered name of this breed
Imes on the same farm and cares
hut it is when referred to as the
for the carpentry_ needs, fence
IrPlu
repair. etc.
This dog has been beed'•dows • 'In. tom. Mrs
sow entered
Inc sae. but the true quality still
} risce of the Yukon" in a dog
retna,n‘ with the snow white -fur,
F.,ear h.,
•N• Toted.*
rivtc
the perkf 'ears, the' plume tail
Auditonum. Fri9ltie
was outcurled over the hick and black
standing/ in WI mules
nor and eye rims The bright
In 19SE. Mrs Itt-tut appeared on
tongue
adds yust the much of
red
* shalfhour television
color an th; black and white
program
shown," Inv and her three little
The Kennels which now have
puff hall.. When they arnved
become a full-time operation for
Mrs Strait began with her pur a ',rem.. people were waiting to see
and purchase puppies Joy and
chase of a bundle of snowy fur in
341$
Jets, nr,„,p,„„nd Neer tws *ohms were chosen for the
'Cover Girl" . picture of an issue
evervaherc. a n d
immediately
people wrtte clamoring for a des
of a leading dog magazine The
Sterling Publishing Company ask
such as this.
The first litter included four .ed Permission to use a color ac
pow., and all were promited • .turf'
4 a Men -O- Bara Kerarl dog.
hefore.. they arrived From
the 'hewing the best of each breed
This
honk.
entitled -What Dog -rto
next litter Mrs Stout kept two
females in an effort to meet -the
Mel was Published in 1959 and
ianpig' SS
were Joy and her
demand
three puppies
"is brought changes to the
Fences w e r e
Stout. ProPerty
. A twn volume dog encyclopedia
flzi.ted and barrels were used as, now it being printed by, Judy
temporary dim houseit - each bear.
Publishing Company. and
this
mg the dogs name With increis
a uto will „why& piefuee, of
Inv dere ind it became' necessary
puppies and a dog from Me11-0
to' have a building
!lark Rowels
An criagon Quon•et was pijr
Mrs Stout says the American

Chestnut Street

so Sporting Goods

Sib & POPLAR

Phone 753-2571

PHONE 753-1372

Murray, Ky.

Sib & POPLAR

Remember — TAYLOR MOTORS
"WEST KENTUCKY'S TB ANSPORTATION CENTER"
DIMENDABLI MID CARR
cOMPLETZ CHRYSLER CORP. LINE

•,mo dogs are known to be the
most intelligent dogs in existence
or this reason they an used for
circus performers In Mel10-Barit
Kennels there are descendants of
Rotating Brothers and
Barnum
And
Bailey
performers
"PR"
Stouts Pal Pierre is from a long
line of circus performers, and his
grandfather is the only dog in the
world to walk • tight wire

CHEMICAL
CO., INC.
TROMPS, EFFICIENT SERVICE llS Ont
MAJOR BUSINESS"

HUTSON

WARD-ELKINS
Our New Gun Department

(all Any

753-1933

Is Now

We Have All Makes of Guns

rlifizer

This breed has many redeeming features It is startling to note
that its snow white coat is self
leatung An American
Eskimo
baying been out no a muddy day
will dry, thee, shakt itself and—
presto, it is sparkling clean again
'Mike many other breeds it has
no offensive odor The foot pads
resist dirt which often soils carpet

Open!

WE'LL'maps

Your Prescription Carefully & Accurately Filled
Located W Railroad Avenue

FOR mir1111740!

....•-•••••••m••••

1.0 USED CAWS

The
Businessmall's

loo MINOR REPAIRS
Choice for
* Phone 753-5162 *

Fine
Printing

It
IS
a healthy breed, baying
crone from a rugged climate and
it enjoys cow weather and new
fallen snow It is • very loving
clog and a friend to children. al
ways protective and devoted to
Its owns;
Mrs Stout ships dogs and
puppies by plane and railway ex
press to all parts of the United
States and Canada. and receives
many letters from delighted (us
tomer.' A recent inventory of the
kennels totaled IS dogs and pup.
pies of two sires, toy 10.15 poonds
at matunty, and medium IS-30
Pnunds at maturity Anyone inter
paled is invited to visit thr
kennels on the Stout farm

WINCHESTER PRINTING SERVICE
403 Maple
Murray, Ky.
Southside Court Square
Phone 753-5397

S

CAIN & TAYLOR
GULF SERVICE
6th and Male streets
Murray. Rentateity
Mini TAYLOR • C. F.. CAIN,

AL

INNI.M•11•

LIBERTY
Super Market

BOONES,

Murray's Largest and Most Modern Market

_
We Give Treasure Chest Stamps
OPEN EVERY EVENING UNTIL
MIDNIGHT
Hazel Highway

$
0
OnsiwwslisiWwkwwwWwWIMIMEMILWIMCIEWIEWILWastIPsTill.WWIMPaltWAMIMISIVERILICEN

..-.
SWPAItstecetweetesuelliWOHMEWWIRAWsWeititHSOMIMSXESSETe.

•

-r•

Murray, Kentucky

- •

Sandone
3-2SS2
Five Convenient Locations
1207 Main - 000 Poplar- Story
Avenue
1803 College Ann Road

it

.r.-I

-

•••

s**•••
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•

.
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WANTED: Experienced wait- Grove Christian, to be erected
FOR RENT
ress, steady work, above aver- In his memory.
age salary, plus good tips. Call
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis B
ENJOY SUMMER at Panorama Kentucky Lake Lodge RestaurWarner and children, Lynn
Shores in new 10' wide, 2 bed- ant 474-2259, Aurora, Ky.
and Joyce, of Holiday Restroom trailer. Call 753-4481.
A-26-C
aurant
A-26-C
1TC
WANTED: Reliable housekeepFURNISHED, modern 2-bedroom er and companion for elderly
GRAHAM EYES OREGON
753-3E14, Kelly Pest Control, registered, $3500 call 7534523
FOR BALE
lake cottage, accomodating six. lady. Call 753-6713.
A-27-C
SERVICES OFFERED
100 So. 13th St.
A-28-C
Call Greene Wilson, for reservaA-29.}'
Evangelist Billy Graham said
tions, after 5:00 p. us., 753-3596. WANTED: Baby sitter for 2 Monday his organization hat
TWO YELLOW floor length
MOVING
NOW OPEN new Westwood formals, size 5-8. Have only KIRBY DUAL Sanitronic,
▪
H-A-27-C weeks, day and night. Two ref- booked the biggest outdoor and
Subdivision at the south end been worn once. Call 753-8966. World's Most Complete Vacuum Reasonable and reliable. Phone
erences required. Call before indoor stadiums in Oregon next
Cleaner. Call Jerry Adams, May. 753-7271.
H-May-18-C NEW APARTMENT: Large liv- 9:00 and after 6:00, 753-7435.
of South Eighteenth Street, onemonth for a crusade coinciding
A-28-P field, Ky., 247-6863, collect, for
ing room and dining area, kithalf mile from city limits. Over
with the Oregon primary.
chen,
large
home
demonstration
bedroom,
free
hallway,
withto
one hundred choke lots
CERTIFIED SOY BEAN seeds,
"I might be willing to hand
bath,
built-in
obligation.
You
will
MOORE'S
out
be
refrigerator,
glad
and
BODY
SHOP
wants
choose from, price range from Hood, Dare, and Clark-63. Murone over to Sen. Robert Ken
range,
you
did.
air-conditioner
Call
753H-1TC
experienced
man.
Good
work$1200 to $2400. No money down ray Warehousing Corporation,
nedy if the price is right,"
7237.
A-26-C ing conditions. Call 753-8035.
and small monthly payments. Inc., Old Concord Road. Phone CHEROKEE Runabout, 15', 65
Graham quipped, "but don't
A-29-C
Johnson,
Realtor, 753-8229.
Freeman
A-26-C h. p. Mercury motor, trailer,
tell him I said that."
THREE APARTMENTS: One
-TFC
▪ Phone 753-2731.
Graham's third raly of his
unfurnished, couples only. Call
CARD OP THANKS
HOUSE TRAILER, 8' x 35', one- lights, air horn and cover. A-1
M4-C
753-1950.
We wish to express our ap- Australian crusade Monday at
8' a 35' AMERICAN trailer, air- bedroom, $1250.00. Also 2- condition, J. T. Burton, Pur.
tracted 22,000 people despite
tonditioner Phone 753-7353. horse horse trailer. Call 753- year, Tenn. Call 901-247-3928.
preciation for the acts of symHELP WANTED
bitterly cold weather. The crowd
A-25-C
THEY
WON'T
May-30-P 8004.
LEAVE
pathy
and
A-30-C
kindness shown us
included U. S. servicemen on
ON THEIR OWN
2 MEN wanted by local mason- following the death of Mrs. furlough
COMPONENT STEREO, televi- 1966 TRIUMPH Bonneville TA- TWO ROUND OAK dining tain
Australia from
Warner's
father,
ary
contractor
to
assist
Wilburn
brick
H.
bles,
one
refenished.
Priced
to
Vietnam.
sion, drum set, books, records, IT° motorcycle, excellent conJohnson
of
Arcola,
Ill.
layers.
Call
753-3754
after
6
A
TERMITES
special
sell.
Lots
of
other
good
anand refrigerator. All very rea- dition. Call 753-5644.
A-28-P
A-29-C thanks to the business men of
tique items. See Elroy Sykes
Go right on eating if you p. m.
sonably priced. 811 Vine, (corn
the Aurora community for the
at Murray Hatchery, 408 So. Ignore them. The answer.
A-29-P
er of S. 9th).
KFCHEN
HELP,
day
shift. special donation for flowers and
TIRE SPECIALS,
4th, Murray, Ky.
Kelly's Pest Control!
A-27-C
Apply
in
person
at
Triangle
ACROSS
the Sunday School addition at .
3-Toil
a PEP UP with Zippies "Pep
Cooper Wide Duals
4-Prophet
Inn.
A-28-C Mr. Johnson's church, Walnut
100' a 150' LOT in Kingswood
Pills" nonhabit-forming, Only
I Equality
Locally owned and operat5-Equality
White Wall Nylon
Subdivision. Call 7534516 after ed
6-Symbol
for
$1.98. Holland Drugs. May 274
4
Country
of
for 20 years. We can be
P70 a 14 - 223.45
silver
3:00 p. m.
M-1-C reached 24 hours a
Europe
day.
7-Poem
by
plus $2.50 Fed. Tax
CLEAN carpets with ease. Blue
9-Southwestern
Nome,
1965 FORD X-L convertible,
Lustre makes the job a breeze.
Indian
•IF IT'S A PEST CALL US •
fl-Bird's home
All
Tires
Have
Road
bucket
seats
with
console,
au124inget
9-Brand new
Rent electric shampooer El.
FOR
Phone
753-3914
Hazard Guarantee
10-Pedal digit
tomatic in floor, power steer13-king or beds
A-27-C
Big K.
Member Chamber of
11 ether retch
14-Caseunctein
ing and brakes, air, black and
16-Fanithood
--Commerce
and
Builders
THWIATT'S SERVICE- white. Lneal car,
IS•liene empires*
-inalONS of rugs nave bees
one owner.
T
'
IS-Number
Association. LCP-195
STATION
17 Sends forth
ro Small rug
cleaned with Blue Lustre It's
Call after 5:00 p. m., 753-4516.
All
Wallace
19 Vethilele
Supporters
are urged to attend a
Maui, Ky.
21 Lasso
Phew 753-2720
America's finest. Rent electric
11-1-C
22 Modelof
20-Partners
;netting at the Southaide Reetaurant, Theodor,
A-27-C
▪ shampooer O. Hughes Paint
pertection
21 Ceremony
'62 FORD, A-1 condition. PowApril 38, 11:N p.m., in interest of arganising a
23-Conducted
Store.
23 Young boy
25-Part of Owen
10 x 52' MONARCH Mobile er steering, power brakes, aucampaign committee.
24 Waistcoat
26-Snares
FULL ELECTRIC upright 30" Home, 2 bedrooms, air-condi- tomatic, V-8, cheap. Call 75327 typrinoid
211-100115e part
4 Ho c
range. Color, avocado. Two tioned, completely furnished. 1741 between 7:00 a. m. and
fah
29-Offspring
Wallace Supporters
31-Forgive
28 Fondle
ovens, top and bottom, with In excellent condition. Call 753- 3:00 p. m.
A-27-P
32 Spread for
29 Hebrew
storage space. Less than one 7971
A-29-C
drying
festival
BY OWNER: House at 1029
year old, just like new. Phone
30-Diphthong
DACHSHUND Puppies, A. K. C. Sharpe Street, 4 rooms and , Located 100 So. 13th St.
11-Communest
H-13-C
bath, for $6,500.00. For appoint32 Massure of
ment call 7534173.
A-27-C
meth

pq

GET
RID OF
PESTS

TECH-AG I I
LANGUAGL 1
I IYJOHN
CRANES,CENTRAL PRESS

STORM TRACKS-in weather forecasting, Ow paths usually taken by ahnosphoth low p
systems. Referred to as "surface
lows," they are plotted on -concharts" as they
stant pt
move in a westerly direction.
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Stand Up For America

1.

ELLI"S PES
CONTROL

BUMP=
OPPORTUNITIES

PARADE OF 2000
That's Right, Over 2000
NEW AND DIFFERENT DRESSES

PANCAKE HOUSE. On location with large motel in college
and industrial city in Mo Only
$5,000 Down Byerfinder, Sikeston, Mo.
ITC

Are Coming to LEFtMAN'S
WEDNESDAY, MAY 1st - SELECT
FOR MOTHERS' DAY

MAINTENANCE Unlimited Janitor Service, Commercial, Industrial, Residential, OSUMI.
TWO COLLEGE seniors want
any type of work. Lawn mowing, painting, etc., days or evenings. References if needed. Call
A-26-C
753-7950_

WANTED TO BUY
,
_ IN•1121••

-JEW
•Ig

-hMIPM=Z-

wagon. Call 436-5510.

High Excitement All the Way

•

S.

53 Gine beetle
14-Commonplace
55 Grain
DOWN
1-14oie
2-Eziat

ELECTROLUX
h Service. Box 213. SALES Ky..
c. isaimussimeisemisswonisssieessmockicisit
Murray,
M. Sanders. Phone 382-317E.
Lynnville, Ky.
H-May-16-C

NOW OPEN: Standard Station
at 4th and Maple across from,
From the armee ecCame.'llie. wet 0 Copyright
admril
Wymark. DistrIbilled Or Ms Features firsdinaM
post office Specializing in V. W.
•
repair and tuneups. Call 751!
WitAr Sea ataelegtifze
then have a car and still reduce trouble is so many of these felAs John V errek sr • tranee°n 7523.
t inental pilot. left Singapore he the overdraft below £400. But lows get caught because they're
heard • Wirer pilot and friend, a pathetic story to the- beak stupid over details, like the way Large Sue DEEPTAN sun tan
Anthony Modern. had been apprehended for smuggling gold into manager might clear up the they get their payment.
oil, $1.39. Holland Drug Store
India, In London. Moot yn'a wife. whole issue. I could teU him I
"For instance, arrangements
A-29-C
olga, iced Verreker she wan war- was contemplating marriage are sometime, made to
pay
prised Moistyn had 3 000 pounds is
• warm bank account Two polio.- and ask for an overdraft of thorn through the Hong Kong
Adenine and erosion
Quesmen
tioned Verrekier about Ouatoms ir- 11000 Bank managers like the and Shanghai Bank direct into
regularities and hie &XV. 1•Ation with word marria g e; it implies this country, and the Treasury
Moldy n They asked if he had any
becomes suspicious after a
contact with • Mr Chang in Hong steadiness.
Kong
Verreker mid he did not
As I changed into a black while. Naturally, these sums
a know him At • cocktail party given
by MR friend,.. Sebastian, Verreker and white check suit, I won- aren't declared for income tax
met Oa:rails Vandervell, an Ameri- dered if I really would marry purpoees, so officials in the apcan based in Parte as agent for •
I'M THE
New York art firm 44 which her Camilla. I drove round to the propriate departments start infather Is director Verreker arranged Lowndee
quiring. Of course. El A. can't
Arms
in
Chatham
UNLUCKIEST GUY
to Ph* Camilla the nest day for dinner and the rwes He realised he Street still thinking about it investigate bank accounts, but
IN THE WORLT)
wax falling In lose with CiMnilla
there
are
wa).a
round
that,
-\
In
the
corner. inside the door,
She told him about her brother.
Nick, who worked in the Far east Camilla was sitting drinking Fm mum That's why people are
for the family's interest and of her
V
tomato Juice. The notion of suspected by E I.A. long before
family backeround
winter was destroyed by her the Indians, or anyone else, arrest
them.
lemon coloured coat and I was
CHAPTER 10
"Others are plain dumb, like
S I DROVE back to Rut- very alive to her skin and te- the Steward who
sent his smugyelled
morning,
in
her
eyes
when
they
the
in
Gate
land
ll
gler's waistcoat to the laundry
was thinking about camel& met mine. When I had had a In Cairo; or careless, like anVandervell, Just as much as I sherry, we drove to Claridges other chap whose briefcase colhad been throughout the day and I told her a little about lapsed while he wax walking
before and the evening before Olga Moertyn. I don't know why through Customs and bars of
told her. Probably because I
that What we had mid and
gold clanked down at the Senior
done during last night, had Was still worried about her. Customs Officer's feet. I don't
"ShA a curious' woman," I know how Mostyn was caught
only sharpened my desire. At
the flat, I thought, "I loved said, "very German in many Probably some Custom., bigAnne and more especially Julia. ways, In her emotions and her wig had a huge search laid on
but a choice betwee.ii Julia or ideas of self-advancement But iss a demonstration to please
Camilla is like choosing between she doesn't seem to have any his ego. There was a Chinese
/chocolate cake and the whole Idea of how to help herself. girl with Motityn at the name
of Fortnum's." Rather pleased now atitelikln a jam. Anyway. I time. Both of them were put
with the simile, I went up- gave her the name of a law- in
stairs and found a letter from yer."
When' we went back to the
DISTRICT ATTORNEY?
"Did you get off with her car, I could see she was still
E.I.A. had come by the post
I WANT TO GIVE
over a glass of sherry, dar- thoughtful. She didn't speak unyeeterday.
EVIDENCE ON THE
t opened it and found I was ling?"
til we were driving down the
DISAPPEARANCE
roatered out on Monday week, "She happens to be in love King's Road.
OF CERTAIN
service zero nine eight to Hong with her husband," I said cold- . "That poor girl. Ought we to
NeGoTjA EL E
ly
Kong. E.T.D 2100 hours.
do something about her?"
BONDS ALLEGEDLY
"You sound quite humourless
I thought Monday week was
"She'll have seen Johnson by
STOLEN eitsi A
very soon, too soon to leave when you say that,"
now. I'm sure he'll help her"
MAN CALLED
"It just seemed to me in bad
Camilla. Furthermore, the was
"Please darling,- will you take
LEFTYgoing to Perla tomorrow and taste, that's all. She's in the me to see her?"
might not be back before Thurs- unpleasant position of having
"To see Olga?" I was asday, or even Friday night She her husband in prison in OW- tonished. then realized that ever
was flying back there Garrett'. cutte for smuggling."
since I had told her about the
Camilla's mood changed mid- woman, Camilla had been quiet
row afternoon, and tomorrow
Her
eyes
seemed
training
denly.
to
be
afternoon I had a
and abstracted.
flight, so I couldn't go with her. marching an open plain where
"I don't even know where she
was
nothing
to
there
focus
upcompany
the
was
Besides, there
lives. It's in Bayswater somean
on,
with
expression
in
them
allowed
only
which
restriction,
where."
us abroad during leave periods, that might have signified fright,
"You could call up E.T.A."
if I was flying on Mon- or perhaps a fleeting hut acute
"There's nobody at the AirPlay and doing a trip down the insight into some hidden futil- port on Sunday 'who could give
route the following week, there ity
me her address. Besides, I don't
"What's the matter, Camilla? fancy ringing ETA. to ask
ought to be nothing else for me
I was only Joking. What is it?" about Mostyn."
to do in between.
"Nothing," she replied.
I would acknowledge the per"That'is right. Pass by on the
-Tell me."
vice by telephone tomorrow
other side near Jericho!" She
"I was Just being humorless, was suddenly angry. "Don't you
morning.
I began to think about money, too. so now we're both guilty." realize what that poor girl must
After a moment she lucked. be feeling? Besides it's ridicubecause there was also a letter
from my hank to say I wan "Do many E I A. Pilots smug- lous. Why on earth should a
f586 overdrawn against a limit gle?"
single inquiry do any harm?"
-Mostly Stewards," I replied.
of 1400. and would I pleese
"Look." I said, -Ira not like
the
excess.
"Pilots
cover
don't
think
to
it's
worth
"lend funds
that. You don't understand."
Paris seemed rather out of the while as a rule. You see, if the Then I told her about Adenne's
question If I mid the Jaguar, steward gets caught he will visit.
would get about E800, perhaps him his Job, but then it's easy
"But darling, why didn't you
(900 if I WWI lucky, That would for him to earn the Name In- tell tne that before? I'm sorry."
over the overdraft and pay for come on the ground, while in
"So you see, there's no point
'two days in Part.; Perhaps Ca-' the case of a Pilot, it ea.ald in getting my name pointlessly
rnilla would lend me the Aston mean starting at the bottom in involved with him, just in order
Jccasionally. or else I could pay another job at half the salary. to get his address."
the deposit for a new Jaeuar. Atilt no doubt it few do it."The (To Be Continued Tothor )
From the Coward-McCann. Inc. novel. C Copyright. DM-, Edward Wymark.
Distributed by king Features Syndicate
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by Ernie Bushmiller
I WON
FIRST PRIZE
IN A RAFFLE

HOW CAN YOU
CALL WINNING
A PRIZE
UNLUCKY"?

EVEN WHEN I'M
LUCKY I'M
UNLUCKY

4,1

talk
••

‘..Ly
T•
ON

es

1mi -241)
•
I
OOP
,.,••••

• •

An rye. nomonemi
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by R. Van Buren
I KNOW WHO TOOK. ThEm
AND I CM PROVE LEFTY'S
INNOCENCE. YERY
WELL, I'LL
`k\
BE AT YOUR
OFFICE IN
THE MORNING

I ENVY YOU TWO, IT'S TOUGH
FINCING TRUE LOVE PICO
IN A LIFETIME, I5UT
You TWO LUCKY
(;''
PEOPLE ARE GONG
TO MAKE 17 FOR A "L
SECOND TIME,'

Ii

,
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Lil' Abner

by Al Capp

US.MATTRESS NEWS AND WORLD REPORT

STAR'IS BORN!!

enue

6.0.1•Nas

,

V
,
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Abbie 'N Slats

nt

43 River in
France
44 insane
45 Time gone by
46 Damp
47 Arid
48 Sellow ic
1 Noes of
scale

" RAW 5TREN6Tk AND
COURAGE

Nancy

0

35 Alloy of ten
and capper
36 Brick-carrying
device
37-Cultivator
39 Ersvgreem
tree
40-Bie in debt
42 Saucy
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33-Parent

KARIM /
34 Stripa of cloth
Do you pian cc bnytng another tractor this year?
34.-Oucken
If so you will want to see this one .
1959 Model D
37 Hit ligMly
3111-Turkish flag
14 Atha-Chalmers with almost new tires, in A-1
39-Food fish
condn. 2-14" fiat bottom plows and an 84 ft. ; 40-Lubricates
abed disc. This equivalent and tractor Is priced at
41-Polishied
,...6.2.
43 Med bed
jug 91,395-00.
44Tanglied
Are you tired of being out $7 to $10 a week to haul
4C Handle*
49
Mature
your cattle to livestock market?
so you Call 11101V0
50 Evaluates

WANTED- to sit with leek pee.
pie in hospital or.asill-sLay.-Iii., tblaprobirUL by bttleling MIR 1-45 flatbed laing-Thelei
A-29-P home. Call 753-8135
A-26-P
base truck with new 2-piece cattle and
In mit.
A steal at $339.00. Call Edward Russell at Hanel.
NOTICE
Ky., 492-8315 and see the above equipmient
5.275

ASByGOOD AS GOLD
Edward Wymark

GOLDEN OPPORTUNITY!!

s Puzzl,

The AT and T.(Amercan Toss and Turn)Mattress Corp. has
tripled its sales since Li'l Abner Yokum replaced Cookie
Poach in their com mercia Is.
The public seems to relate to Yokum,sleepw ise. The
soRht of his utter and mindless collapse on an A.T. and T.
mattress has inspired millions to leap out of bed and buy
one,hopincz to achieve Yokum's baby-Ike bl iss !!

'

La

Yokum at work., (Qr,DOSS/b/y at rest)

•

,
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THE
to life after the victory by Gov
Louie B. Nunn in November.
Bryant commented on this by
saying, The Republican party
must no longer remain silent BOWLING GREEN, Ky. UN io Calloway County. I Ohio Valley Conference Comhere
The Murray-Callovny
many teen agers here missioner Art Guepe announthat
hope
Teenage Republican Club has
and county will join ced Thursday the OVC has votcity
the
In
recently been organized acand serve the
Club
TAR
the
baskcording to •William Bryaat. Republican Party. I urge that ed to eliminate its annual
etball tournament.
This is the first TAR Club is
Calall people in Murray and
The tourney, a flop at the
the history of Calloway Counloway County who are Repub- gate, was held in Nashville,
ty
lkans to go and register Re- Tenn., last year, after a few
Bryani a senior at Murray
publican and not to register
High. has been working with Democratic We Republicans is years of low attendance at Louisville.
Adrian Miller, a member of the
this county must work together
Guepe cited the reasons for
MSU Young Republican Club,
in
diligently
work
must
and_we
the tourney's discontinuance as
in organizing the club.
Republican
a
establish
trying to
a wish to allow the eight-memMiller said that the MSU R.
Primary here Therefor.e, ReClub will wort with the TAR's publicans must register as Re- ber conference teams to play
a broader nonconference schedthroughout the summer in
publicans".
ule.
campaigning for the Republithe
of
meeting
The first
can Party here in Calloway Teenage Republican Club will
County.
April 27 at two p.m. at
Miller said, "The Teenagei be
3 and 4 at the Student
rooms
our
have
Republican Club will
Building. All teenagers,
Union
back(YR Club) support and
7-12, are urged to atgrades
supthe
ing. it will also have
material will be .
•
tend
Federaport of the YR State
there will be, An open dance will be held
and
available
Club
tion. and since the TAR
buildCotham
Freed
old
the
at
[
guest speakers.
is a chartered member of the
; ing on Maple Street tonight
state and national TAR organ[ (Friday) at eight p m. with
ization, it will have their supmusic by the "Reasons Wry"
port. alio."
band.
EARO • • •
It seems that Republicans us
Members of the band are
Calloway County have come (Continued From ,;•see 1)
Craig Banks, Mike Charlton,
Jeff Teitloff, and David Jessup
knowing. Thinking alone can with
Cindy Greenfield as vocalget a fellow into a pack of ironAdmission is $1.00 per perhie, if he doesn't know what
son and $1.50 per couple. The
be's doing" .. Franklyn Ciao. public is invited.
_

Republican Club
For Teenagers
Organized Here
Co
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p,Mi
Brinn, 809 Waldro—
Charles H. Bartell, Rau*. 2.1
• •
Farmington; Larry Dune( 1710
(Continued From roes 1)
W. Olive, Murray; Hrs. Sus
(Continued From Pogo 1)
Census - Adults
• 80 Lamb, Route 2, Hazel; Mrs.
Jack Cain They first started
PARIS, ;Tenn. 11#11 - An esti
Census -- Nursery ... 4 Nancy Adams, Route 2, Farm
u a partnership in the used hook won first place in the
50 bands and floats will
mated
19611
24,
third
1988
year
the
in
Kirksey
April
is
which
at
business
Admissions,
car
state
ington; James Prescot Route
down Wood Street
parade
I,
Route
to
club
win
lothis
the
to
present
local
moved
Mrs. Lillie Pierce,
and
for the
5, Murray./
activities
day as part of the
cation at Five Points in 1984. anard. Mrs. Walter Baker gath- Kirksey; Mrs. Ruby Nell Elkannual
15th
the
surrounding
BetMrs.
the
materMurray;
ins.
prepared
of
Mr. and ered and
Route 1,
Trees is the toe
fry.
fish
biggest
Murray;
world's
this
Mrs.
.pressbook.
ty Hughes, Route 2,
Mrs !SAM Tress of Kirksey ials for
s'ev•
The parade also included
and is married to the former James Garrison,,,,, is general Miss Nancy Kursave, 1820 Col.
rill
d
and
units
novelty
chairman,
and lege Farm Road, Murray; Mrs.
eral
Marrile Riley. daughter of Mr. club's publicity
teams.
and Mrs. Carlin Riley. They is assisted by the various pub- Nancy Adams, Route 2. Farm/The Tri-HiN Club at Murray
have five children who are Mrs. licity chairmen of the ten de- ington; Mrs. Annie Stalls. Rt.
iir)tb/Rt. High . School will sponsor a
2, Hazel; Charles Grogan,
Charles Parker. Mrs. Max Park- partments of the club.
ute bake sale Saturday, April 27,
3. Hazel: John Garland,
er. Stephen Treas, Donald Edstarting at eight a.m. in front
Jenli
1,
Gertrud
Almo,
Mrs.
ward Treas. And Melissa Rose
In the community improveof Belk's Department Store on
Treas. They also have six grand- ment program, the Murray ins, 1702 W. Main, -"Murray;
x 55, Ha- the west side of the court
children
Club placed second. This is a Mrs. Tempie Scott,
Route square.
ndon.
zel;
Annie
Mrs.
Cain is the son of Mrs. 011us monetary
ER VICES
award
by
given
Pies, cakes. cookies. fudge,
elite Merrell,
5. Murray: Mrs
L. Cain and the late Mr. Cain Sears-Roebuck Company.
Farmer Ave. at N 17th St
by
l
d
il
e
w
ak
b
re
TpriasHtnieys,
d
e
an
th
of Kirksey and is married to 0 honorary award for work. 003 Vine, Murray, James JohnMurray, Kentucky
members
the
the former Laverne Trees, dau- jog for crime prevention and son Route A' Fulton Mrs Mar
sale from eight a.m. to one
at 11:110 AM
Sunday
Benton,
14th.
tha
E.
Lent'
202
and
Isaiah
Mr
Mrs.
of
ghter
'law observance was giien to
at 8:98 Pat
Wednesday
trid
Lassiter,
y
e
P
Barhave
sons.
two
They
Tress
-)f,c)
.the Murray Club for second
lar, urray. Mrs Frances Kirk-1 Mrs. Lucille Austin and Miss
- ALL WELCOME ry and Darryl Cain
place.
lapel Route 1, Paris. Tenn.; 1 Lala Cain are the sponsors of The Bible Speaks to You
Both Tress and Cain are
Nilson Black, Route 1, Farm. 1 this Christian organization Miss Station WNB8 - 1340 KC
graduates of Kirksey High
Other individual winners .19-tington. Miss Tammy Blakely, [ Pam Lassiter is president.
School and are deacuns for the
Stinday at 8- 15 a.m
The public is urged to supKirksey Baptist Church Mrs. the arts and crafts divisjn Route 1 Murray; Robert Wilfor
sale
the
bake
the
Port
I
Street,
12th
Mrs
Ray
North
jams,
I
203
Sinclair,_Alrsj
Trees and Mrs. Cain are the were
bookkeepers for the business. place in the amateur po nits; Murray: Miss Anvils Balentine, ielub•
,
The business has a complete Mrs Donald Hunter_ int in Route 1, Almo; Garvin Bout
Southeis,
decoratl
first land. Route 2. Murray: Master
body shop and used car busi- applique. Mrs
. n
Pauirs;
David Samuel Chadwick. 225
ness along with the new deal- in table
Teitloff. student/third in crafts 15th Street. Murray; Mrs. De
ership.
,/
borah.Darnell. Route 1, Almo
Employees of the Cain and batik.
Dismissals
Trees Motor Sales are Bill KaPhone 753-2621
g the meeting from; Mrs Pearl Wells. 901 SycaAtten
ler, Kenny Humphreys, Dave
IN W. Main Street
Maupin, Toy Green, and Claude Mum ' were Mrs C C Lowry. more Street, Murray; Mrs. Ora
Hedley Thweatt of state president. Mrs. James Bodkin, 103 North 14th Street,
Wilson
who never quotes is never
Alliaritten, aide to Mrs. Murray - Mrs. Judy Brumley, ,---Wes/laza, Mich_ uncle of
Charles Spurgeon.
quotedwry, Mrs. David -- ivans, Roufe-5,3I-urrayaster Jimmy .
owners, is the used car buyer
Murray president. Mrs. D o n Hale, Route 1, Murray; Willard
for the business
the best of men get
public is urged to y t Keller, Murray president-elect, McKinney, Route 4, Marion..
The
knocked down, many times to
I. Houck. Murray legis- Floyd Hicks, Route 3, Murray;
MURRAY, Ky. - Tues. April the business today and tostior- Mrs. J.
a lifetime Occasional knocks
chairman, and Mrs. Ma- Aubrey Rutland, Route I. Deslative
free
for
coffee,
row
donuts,
and
AucLivestock
aren't anything to be afraid of. 23. 1968 Murray
11/was
Answ.8.
Watches
Bill*"
door prizes, along with ASalloons con Blankenship, Murray mem- ter; Miss Wanda L. Campbell.
In fact, they make the game non.
Route 3, Murray: Herbert
ber.
lollipops
for
kids.
the,'
and
they are CATTLE RECEIPTS - 542
of life interesting
the hazards and bunkers and SLAUGHTER COWS - 25-50t
sandtraps that force us to keep Higher,
e".
our minds on the game . . CALVES - 58
best" Clint= $LAUGHTER BULLS - 3110
ourand
pia
Higher,
VEALERS- $2.0043-00 Lower
FEEDER CATTLE - Fully
Steady:
SLAUGHTER STEERS - 800
to 1000 lb $23.50 to 2430.
SLAUGHTER HEIFERS - 798
to 900 lb $22.75-23.50:
[Federal State Market Newiier- SLAUGHTER COWS - Utility
1988. $19 00-20.25-.-Cutters tI47.50
tv ice. Friday, April 28.
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog 19.00, Canners $l5.00'7.30;
MAW PLAN at COalpUill
Market Report Includes 10 Buy- SLAUGHTER BULLS - Utility
14101K110411 ARAJPIST
ing Stations.
Ilinr00!
2c
Good--=fig00
VOINZPI
-in•
eilits 1490- Ilea"' Hatto
-iffec
; Cutters
and Cats Steady to 25t Lower; SLAUGHTER'CALVES AND
vie,umr-tAll TOY,POI
6101111111111111*
Sows, Steady to 25( Lower
Mixed Good and
VEALERS
US 1-2 200-230 lbs S18.50-19 00; Choice 250-400 lb calves 624.00US £.3 190-230 lbs $18 00-18.50; 27 50. Good $22.50 2400. Stan'US 1-3 230-250 lbs $17 25-18.00; dard $2050-22.50,
US 2-3 240-280 lbs $18:25-17.25; VEALERS CHOICE - $3250
3100. Good $28 25-32 50 StanSOWS:
dard 524.50.28 25
US 12 270-350 lbs $15 25-18 28
FEEDERS CHOICE - 550.700
Few to 516,75. lb steers $24 50-28
50. Mixed
US 1-3 300-450 lbs $14 254425.
ago sauu
Am our ammo US 2-3 400450 lbs $13 5614.50 Good and Choice $22 50-24 50:
Good $21 25-22.50, Standard
$19 25-21.25.
CHOICE HEIFERS - 500-700
lb $23 25-24 75, Mixed Good
and Choice 522 00-23 25. Standard 819.50-22.00.
CHOICE STF.ER CALVES 300-500 lb $28 50-32.00. Mixed
1808 West Main Street
Good and Choice $245 50-2850:
Standard $24 00-28.50.
CHOICE HEIFERS - 300-500
lb 324.00.26 ZS, Mixed Good and
Choice $225034.00. Good $2100
-22_50, Standard $18.75-21 00.
Fancy and Glazed Flower Pots hi Rear of Store
STOCK COWS - Good and
Open 7 Days a Week
Phillips 66 Gas and 011
Choice Cow and Calf Pairs
$175 00-225.00

OVC Tournament
To Be Eliminated

CAIN & TRFAS

. WOMAN'S CLUB

Hundreds Attend
Fishfry In Paris

Hospital Report

Tri-Hi-Y Club To
Hitie Bake Sale

lunnumummumno
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE

Dance Planned For
Tonight At Murray

SEEN I H

.
Every
Homeowner - -He
needs it...

ONLY
ORKIN
can give you
ORKIN
"12"

Murray Loan Co.

MONEY HEADQUARTERS

Murray Livestock
Market Report

Cook's Jewelry
500 MAIN STREET Diamond

Federal Stab
Market Report

II

753-1201

FARRIS'

White House Grocery

CAIN & TREAS MOTOR SALES, THE NEW AMERICAN MOTORS DEALERSHIP ,
OPENS TODAY AT FIVE POINTS ROUTE # 2 MURRAY KY

— OPEN ALL DAY SUNDAY •••
Flower Pots, an sizes, and Bird Baths

110LCOMB CHEVROLET, Inc.
USED CAR CLEARANCE SALE
1 - 1967 Corvette. 3700 actual miles. -- • •
2 - 1967 Opel*. One 4,000 miles, one 1200 miles.
each '1495.
1 - 1966 Thunderbird. Red, Loaded. Air.
"
6 - 1962 Chevy,. S. shifts, automatics. Some with air.
3 - 1963 Chevy,. 2-Doors and 4-Doors.
3 - 1966 Impalas with air. I 4-Door and 2 2-Doors.
2 - 1967 Caprices. 2-Door and 4-Door. Air. Loaded.
1 - 1965 Ford LTD. Power and air. Cheap.
2 - 1966 SS. 396, 4 Speeds.
2 - 1964 Chevys. One with air. One Station Wagon.
1 - 1964 Pontiac Bonneville. 2-Door Hardtop.
1 - 1963 Dodge. 4-Door, Air. Like new
•
TR
KS
1
1968 Chevy /
2-Ton. 8,000 miles. V-8.
1
1
1966 Chevy v4 -Ton.
5 1965 Chevy /
2-Ton. Sixes and V-88.
1
* Also 20 Older Model Cars and Trucks

Yes, we're opening our doors.
On our new showroom, our new service
facility, and especially our cars.
Because we believe that a customer can't
make a judgment about a car without
getting in there and looking, and trying,
and squeezing upholstery.
So when you come in, please don't feel
bashful about asking a salesman to open
the hood. Or even the trunk.
Whether you're shopping for a car, or

just browsing. After all, you wouldn't
browse in a bookstore without opening a
book, would you?
There's another reason for you to dig.
American Motors puts a lot more into its
line than you can find by just looking from
a respectable three feet away. Ask one of
our salesmen. He'll be glad to point things
out to you.
He never can tell, you know. You might
be a customer.

HOLCOMB CHEVROLET
South 12th Street

r
.

Murray, Ky.

See Us Before You Buy From Anybody!
•11111Wle• •111Wesi

On-The-Spot 5.)C(
M.1 C
..oraso-ionow
See

Phone 753-2617

M.A.( i man, tow

and

Mar

-ellasse

-.1111111

Door prizes, Coffee & Donuts, Ballons & Lollipops For The Kids.

ClYde Steele • Donald ‘‘',1•..11 • J. II. Nix • Jesse McKinney
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